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CRYSTAL
CALIBRATOR

A new precision instrument 
for the rapid and accurate checking 
and adjustment of radio frequency 
oscillators, receivers, transmitters 
and similar apparatus.
It is crystal controlled and A.C. 
mains operated.

.Ask. far full information from :
SALFORD ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.

SALFORD. Telephone : Blackfriare 6688 (6 lines). Telegrams and Cablce : "SPARKLESS, MANCHESTER"

PROPRIETORS: THE GENERAL ELECTRIC CO., LTD.

EDISWAN
TELEPHONE LINE PROTECTOR PANELS

5- circuit panel for overhud Un« incorporatlni choke coilt, 
spark iaps, etc.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO.

EDISWAN-SHOTTER-GRl)THAH PATENT (Britlslo Patent No. 3539241

for the prdtection of telephone systems 
against surges induced by faults on 
neighbouring power lines
Of the difficulties attendant upon the employment of overhead systems 
one of the most serious is co ensure uninterrupted WOTkmg of the telephone 
system, by providjng adequate protection against induced surges caused 
by switching or line faults in adjaceil t power lines or by lightning.

The Ediswan Patent Protectors provide the solution. They are inert 
at the normal working pressure of the' telephone line, they keep the 
voltage on the line down to a pre-determined figure by providing a path 
of low resistance to earth whereby the surge is cleared and they again 
become inert immedfately the surge is cleared.

• They ensure simultaneous discharge of both lines and are capable of 
clearing heavy discharges without detriment to the system or the protector.

Ediswan Telephone Line Protectors have now been in 
use by Supply Companies for many years.

LTD-. . 155 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2

T.2.1
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SIMPLIFIED SERVICING

BRITJSU MAD&

Range.
0- 5 Volts
0- ..
0- 50 ..
0- 100 .
C). 20 „
C). -40 „
C). 500 „ 
0-1.00 „

MAI NTENANCE 
& FAULT FINDING

46 IBanges
of

Direct 

Readings

^^ESIGNED by technicians who have made a special study 
of the service and maintenance engneers' problems, the Model 7 
Universal AvoMeter is acknowledged throughout the world as 
the one indispensable combination testing instrument. A single 
meter, yet at the touch of two simple switches it provides for any 
one of the 46 ranges of measurements for testing and tracing 
all electrical faults. '

Entirely self-contained, the Model 7 Universal AvoMeter is 
essentially portable and, above all, simple to use. ll is dead-beat • 

in action, has a 5-inch hand-calibrated scale with anti-parallax

VOLTAGE

CURRENT

D.C.
Value per

Value per Ranie. division
d!vision 0- 50 mV 

(I mA ranee)
0.5 mV.

50mV. 0- 100 mV I "
100 .. (2 mA ranee)

0- 500 mV 5 „
20 " 0- I Volt 10 „

I Volt 0. 5 "
0- 10 „

50 ..
140 „

2 ri 0. 50 .. 540 " 
I Volt0. 100 ..4 ». I). 200 ». 2 ..

5 „ I). -40 4 ,.
10 „ (). 50 " 5 "

0-1,00 „ 10 "

A.C. D.C..
V^lue )tr Valua per

Range. division Rance. division
0- 5 mA 50 mA 0- ImA IOmA
0- 10 .. 100 „ 0.2.

0. 5 ».
20 " 
50 "

0- 50 " 500 .. 0- 10 .. 100 "
0-100 .. I mA 0- 50 .. Soo ..
0-50O S " 0-100 .. I mA
0- I Amp. 10 „ 0-500 .. 

0- I Amp.
5 „

10 „O^ 5 .. 50 " 0- 5 ». 50
0- 10 " - 100 .. 0- 10 .. 100

RESISTANCE
Rance. first Indication.
0-10,000 ohms 0.S ohms0-100,000 .. 5 „ J uslna Internal Ii-volt cell.
0- I megohm 50 . usln& internal 9-volt battery.
0-10 . 500 . ■' usini 'external source or
0-40 2,000 : A.C. or O.C. voltace.

mirror, and conforms to B.S. lst Grade accuracy requirements. 
It is fully protected by an automatic cut-out against damage 
through overload.

Also available

Model 7 Resistance r^n&e Extension Unit 
(for meuuremenu down to I/IOOth ohm.)

^ranee Universal AvoMeter

CAPACITY 
0 to 20 mfd.

First indication 
0.01 mfd.

Som« d«lay In delivery of Trade orders is 
Inevitable, but we shall continue to do tour

POWER 
In 4.20 0 

Internal resistance

0 to4 watts 
first indication 

ImW

DECIBELS 
reference level

S O mW

-10 Ob. to 
! 15 Ob.

best to fulfil your requirements as promptly 
at poulble.

e Write for fully descriptve literature and current PricH. 46-RANGE UNIVERSAL
Proprietors and Manufacturers :—

The Automatic Coil Winder & Electrical Equipment Co., Ltd., 
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W. I. Telephone : Victoria 3«4/7

I Electrical Measuring Instrument

AvoMei
/feçd Trade Mark_______
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Carry on with 
deliveries-

PETROL OR NO PETROL
Banish wartime transport problems once 
and for al by switching to Electric Vehicles. 
The fuel they use is unrestricted, their low 
running cost and reliability have been 
conclusively proved, and they are very 
easy to drive. To make sure your battery

costs are reduced to a ^inim^ use Exide
Ironclads. They stand the wear and tear 
of short-distance transport better fuan any 
other. They are made and serviced by 
the Chloride Company, the largest battery 
makers in the British Empire.

USE ELECTRICS

rStill keep going when the rest have stopped'
FUEL FOR 'ELECTRICS' comes from British coal 
— saves vital shipping space and foreign exchan2e

•For further details about electric vehicles and batteries write to : The Chloride Electrical Storage Co. Ltd., 
Grosvenor Gardens House, Grosvenor Gardens, London, S.W.r.

Telephone : Victoria 2299. Telegrams : Chloridic, Sowcst, London

w.t. 6/40
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Electrical Standards for 
Research and Industry 
Testing and Measuring Apparatus 
for Communication Engineering

BRID GES
RESISTANCES

____Capacitance 
Inductance 
Resistance

INDUCTANCES
CONDENSERS

OSCILLATORS
WAVEMETERS

ALL TYPES-ALL FREQUENCIES - ALL ACCURACIES

H. W. SULLIVAN
— LIMITED -London, S.E,15

Tel. New Cross 3225 (Private Branch Exchange)

2

3

4

5

6

Full details and advice gladly given.

CONDENSERS & COMPONENTS
Fer Medern Padio Technique

FIXED CERAMIC 
CONDENSERS

CERAMIC TRIMMER 
CONDENSERS

CONTMCTORS TO G.P.O. & GOVERNMENT 
DEPARTMENTS.

ON A.I.D. »PROVED UST.

SILVERED MICA (Tropical 
Type) CONDENSERS

POT CONDENSERS

H
CERAMIC PEARL TYPE 

CONDENSERS
CERAMIC COIL FORMERS

UNITED INSULATOR 
CO. LTD.

12-20, LAYSTALL ST., LONDON, E.C.1. 
'Phone : TERmlnus 7383.

'Grams : "CALANEL, SMITH, LONDON."
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ELECTRICAL
ManufatìTELEPHONE CABLESAerial, Underground, SubmarineLOADING COILSELECTRIC WIRES & CABLES of all types

I.

MARINE APPARATUS
°’

A

à
io*

CABLE JOINT BOXESOVERHEAD LINE MATERIAL
WIRELESS EQUIPMENT FOR SHIPS

SIEMENS BROTHSWOOLWICH,)NI
Telephone : ILWI
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, PRODUCTS
1durers of PUBLIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGES

11 PRIVATE TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
I 
i ELECTRIC TOTALISATORSCELLS & BATTERIESDry, Fluid and Inert
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CAPco -- ------
REGISTERED TRADE MARK

Quartz Cutting Machine

Designers and Manufacturers of Capco Sound-on-Film recorders and 
equipment. Capco built recorders are in use at Elstree, Pathe News 
and British Talking Pictures, etc. Patentees and Manufacturers of 

Capco Enamelled Wire cleaning machines.

Illustration shows latest Model of 
the Quartz Cutting Machine 
developed and designed in collabor
ation with engineers of the Radio 
Branch of the Post Office.
Similar machines have been supplied 
to the Post Office and to the leading 
Telephone and Radio Manufac
turers.
Standard and heavy duty cutting 
machines with high rates of cutting 
to accuracies of •OOI in.
Fixtures to hold any shape of crystal 
can be supplied. .
Heavy Duty Machine can now be 
supplied with nine rates automatic 
feed through specially designed gear 
box, sensitive instantaneous stop 
through specially designed clutch.
Acknowledged to be the finest 
machines of their kind for this class 
of work.

Manufacturers :

CAPLIN
ENGINEERING CO. Ltd.

Precision Engineers 
BEACONSFIELD RD., WILLESDEN 
LONDON, N.W.10

Telephone: Cables:
lf'JL/esden 0067-8. Caplinko, London.

ESTABLISHED 1918 

Sole Agents: CAPCO (SALES) LlD.
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COUNTER 
E.M.F CELLS

Alkaline with Inert Plates.

Very level voltage character
istic independent of direction 
and almost independent of 
magnitude of current.

Zero capacity and complete 
absence of formation giving 
prolonged life of switch 
contacts.

No corrosive fumes allowing 
installation adjacent to either 
lead acid or alkaline batteries 
without detriment to. either.

Very low maintenance.

Extremely long life.
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PR ECISION
Notwithstanding the difficulties met with under present conditions, the Telephone Manufacturing Company, Ltd., 
is maintaining the well-known reliability of its condensers. These are manufactured in a modern condenser 
plant, and are notable for the following features :—

Rigid construction.
Small size and weight.
Extreme stability.
Low temperature co-efficient of capacity.
High insulation resistance.

Maintenance of initial capacitance values.
Low power factor.
Adequate safety factor, and 
Long life.

Only high grade materials are used, which have been proved to be suitable by chemical, physical and electrical 
tests, and careful supervision is given at all stages of manufacture.

Enquiries are solicited in respecl of the following types :—

(a) Mica Condensers.
These are manufactured in copper or other metal cans, as required, which are marked with the actual and 
nominal capacities. They may be supplied and adjusted to within t per cent. from the nominal capacity. The 
temperature co-efficient is not greater than ^0045 per cent. and the power factor at I ,OOO cycles/second is not 
greater than •OOI.

(b) Precision Paper Condensers.
These are of the oil impregnated, oil filled, clamped paper dielectric type. The capacity is adjusted to within 2 per 
cent. of the nominal capacity and departures from the actual capacity due to temperature variations from 0 deg. C. 
to 50 deg. C. are not greater than 2 per cent. These condensers are fitted with terminals constructed from 
Mica-filled bakerite and having an insulation of not less than I 0,000 Megohms.at normal temperature and humidity.

Prompt attention given to enquiries and deliveries expedited.TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY LTD.
WEST DULWICH, S.E.21

View of a corner of the Condenser Test Department (gauging thickness of mica.)
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A Review of War-Time Fuels
for Road Vehicles ' d. w. glover, m.sc., f.i.c., and

U.D.C. 662.7 621.43 E. A. TAYLOR, b.sc.,a.i.c.

The authors review the fuels which are available in this country to replace petrol for road veJ:Ucles. Producer gas is the 
most suitable, and details are given of the method of its production and of its characteristics.

Primary Sources.of Energy.

THE only practical source of energy for any 
heat engine is the combustion of the carbon 
and hydrogen contained in. materials such as 
oil, coal and wood. In the elementary state these burn 

according to the following equationsi :—
c +to, = CO +29! Cals"' .. . (1)
Carbon Oxygen Carbon Monoxide
CO + tO, = CO2 +67t Cals ... 

Carbon Dioxide
.(2)

c + .o, CO2+97 Cals ... .(3)
H2 + t02 — H,0+58 Cals ... .(4)
Hydrogen Steam
H2 + t 02 = H,0+68! Cals'" .. 

Water
.(4a)

At the present stage of development there can be 
no question that liquid fuel is the most satisfactory 
for internal combustion engines of any type, as it 
possesses peculiarly the combined merits of cleanliness 
and ease of handling. It also enjoys the additional 
advantage that existing engines have been specially 
developed over a period of many years to obtain the 
best results from it. The present quest for alternatives 
is entirely due to emergency conditions.

Oil from Coal.
As coal is our only extensive indigenous source of 

energy, the technique of its conversion to liquid fuel 
has been studied and developed with considerable 
success ; the product is highly satisfactory, but the 
plant required is at present so elaborate and costly as 
to put any vast scale operations out of the question. 
Certain grades of creosote oil, a gaSworks by-product,

1 The equations arc written in terms of " gram molecules." 
Thus:

C = 12 g. Carbon. CO = 28 g. Carbon Monoxide.
Oi= 32 g. Oxygen. COi= 44 g. Carbon Dioxide. 
l-1i= 2 g. Hydrogen. H2O= 18 g. Steam or water.

i The " Calorie " or " big calorie " is indicated.
1 When combined together. as, for exatnple, in natural 

fuels, carbon and hydrogen will not necessarily produce 
the same heats 'Of combustion as indicated above. 

have, after suitable refining, been successfully blended 
with petroleum oils for use in compression ignition 
engines, but the quantity of such materials available 
as fuel is strictly limited.

Town's Gas.
Coals consist essentially of carbon together with- 

variable proportions of hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, 
sulphur and mineral matter in obscure combination 
and association with one another.

Bituminous coals are characterised by their ability 
to give off on heating more volatile matter4 than the 
so-called anthracites ; this method of decomposition 
is known as " destructive distillation " and is em
ployed by gas works. At the best, however, no more 
than 20-25 per cent. of the coal can be so gasified, and 
the process requires too much apparatus to be carried 
out on vehicles.

Suitable coals yield 10,000-20,000 cu. ft. of 
" straight " coal gas per ton, but this is aln1ost 
invariably modified by " steaming " the retorts, 
which results in the production of additional hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide.

The final product, known as " town's gas," usually 
approximates to the foll?wing composition :-

Hydrogen .. ..
Methane .. . .
Carbon Monoxide . .
Higher Hydrocarbons 
Carbon Dioxide . . 
Nitrogen .. ..
Oxygen .. ..

'fawn's gas is a- satisfactory fuel for internal corn
bustion engines, but it cannot conveniently be 
liquefied and if used for transport must be carried 
in a bulky balloon or steel cylinders. Its main 
properties are compared with those of other fuels 
in Table I.

50 per cent.
25 per cent.
15 per cent.

5 per cent. 

} Balanee

'The volatile matter consists of: 1-Iydrogen, hydro
carbons, carbon monoxide, water, aminionia, sulphur 
compounds and complex tarry bodies. .
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Table I.
APPROXIMATE CHARACTERISTICS OF VAHIOUS FUELS

Fuel
Formula or 

. Composition

Calorific
! value
I B.Th.U. per
1 ' ,
• lb. 1 cu. ft.

i

Volumes of 
additional 

air for 
complete 

combustion '

Calorific 
value of 
fuel-air 
mixture 
(B.Th.U. 

per cu. ft.)

Ratio: [
Volume of 1
Products/ '
Volume of ’ 
reactants : i 

1

Remarks

Carbon (Charcoal) c i 14.600 : _ — — —

Hydrogen . . H, . 61,000 360 103 0^85 Very bulky.

Carbon Monoxide co 4.fiOO 370 2) 106 0^85 See composition of pro
ducer gas.

Methane . . CH, ■ 23,000 1,100 JO 100 L00 Very bulky.

Ethane .. . . C,H, 22,000 2,000 L 7 I 110 P03 Can be liquefied under 
high pressure.

Propane.. . . C3H11 21.500 2.800 25 108 l ^04 Can be liquefied under 
pressure.

Butane . . . . C4H10 21,000 3,600 32! 108 L04 Can be liquefied with 
slight pressure.

Benzene .. .. C6He 18,000 - r^— .110 l •Ol Can be blcndcd wjth 
petrol.

Alcohol . . . . C,H,OH 13,000 — - 105 1-08 Can be blended with 
petrol.

Petrol .. .. !

1

Mixture of many 
hydrocarbons, 
especially C1H1; 
and C8Hh

20,000 - - 105 l •06 The standard by which 
otherfuelsarejudged_

Town's gas . . H, 40-50%
CH, 20-30%
CO 1.5-20%

J7,0()0 —-400 5 70-85 0^9 Very’ bulky.

Producer gas . . i CO 23-30%
H, 4-23%
N, 50-80% •

I ,OOO 90
-130

1 45.b5 ' 0^9 Can be produced on the 
vehicle.

This indicates that 1 gal. of petrol is equal in energy 
to about 300 cu. ft. of town's gas at atmospheric 
pressure or to 2! cu. ft. at 120 atmospheres pressure ; 
in the latter case three cylinders about 4 ft. 6 in. long 
and weighing in all 250-350 lb. are required to store 
this quantity. These inconveniences impose a severe 
limitation on its utility, although it has found an 
appreciable field of service in short distance delivery, 
work.

Producer Gas.
It is possible to convert solid fuels almost corn- 

pletely to an inflammable gas called " producer gas " 
in a simple-apparatus known as a " producer." The 
process depends upon the fact that when a cun'ent of 
oxygen is passed through a mass of hot carbon the 
reactions shown by equations (I) and (3), proceed 
simultaneously.

Production of carbon dioxide results in waste of fuel 
and a low-power gas. The proportion of monoxide and 
dioxide in the product depends chiefly on temperature, 
and the theoretical equilibrium percentages at differ
ent temperatures are shown in Table 2, where it is 
seen that above l,000°C. the gas is nearly pure carbon 
monoxide.

In practice the source of oxygen is, of course, air 
which contains four volumes of nitrogen to one of 
oxygen ; the former takes no part in the reactions and 
behaves merely as a diluent. The air admitted to the 
producer is called " primary air." The resulting 
producer gas, which may be regarded as half-burnt 
carbon, is later mixed with sufficient secondary air to 
bum it completely in the engine cylinder, where the 
remaining combustion energy of the carbon is obtained 
uccordinb tu e4ualion (2)..

‘ Table 2.
PROPORTIONS OF CAHBON MONOXIDE AND 
CARBON DIOXIDE IN EQUILIBHIUM WITH 

CARBON AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

Temp. °C.
Proportion by volume

co co,

700 60O/0 40%
800 88% 12%
900 97% 3%

1,000 99% l o/o
l,100 99^8% 0^2%
l,200 99^94‘Zo 0-06%
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It will be seen by comparing equations ( 1) and (3) 
that about 30 per cent. of the available heat energy 
of the carbon is evolved in the producer and for 
practical purposes wasted, part radiating from the 
walls and the remainder being carried awa)' by the 
issuing gas.

If when the producer is \Vorking at high temperature 
steam is introduced into the hot fuel, the following 
reaction occurs :-.---

H,O + C = CO + H2- 29 Cals ........................ (5)
•The negative sign to the calories shows that the 

reaction is "endothermic," that is, it involves the 
abstraction of heat from the surroundings and will, 
therefore, cool the fire. A suitable proportion of 
steam added to the primary air will thus prevent 
overheating with its consequent troubles, in addition 
to enriching the gas produced. As the steam can be 
raised by the waste heat of the producer the arrange
ment is highly efficient. A producer using steam or 
watC"r-injection is called a \Vet-blast producer as 
distinct from the dry-blast type.

One of the main attractions of producer gas as a 
substitute for liquid fnels at the present time is that 
it can be applied to existing lorries without excessive 
alterations to their engines.
Fuels Suitable for Use in Prod,ucers.

Although charcoal, the nearest commercial approxi
mation to pure carbon, has much to recommend it as 
a producer fuel it is not sufficiently plentiful in this 
countrv to merit detailed consideration.

Coa( as ilready sho\vn, contains other constituents 
besides carbon, and when it is used destructive 
distillation oGcurs in the cooler regions of the apparatus 
as in ordinary gas works practice ; this results in the 
production of hydrogen and methane by the decom
position of the complex coal substance. On account 
of the extra calorific value which these confer upon 
the gas, they are in themselves highly welcome 
additions to the product, but, unfortunately, bitumin
ous coaJs, which evolve these gases most readily, also 
form excessive tar and sulphur dioxide, which, on 
account of their respective clogging and corrosive 
effects, must be ren1ove<l by relatively heavy and 
elaborate plant. Conseq'uentiy, although stationary 
engines can operate on bituminous coal, only certain 
types of anthracite and coke are suitable for vehicles. 
The amount of mineral matter present imposes a 
further restriction on choice, as an excess is liable to 
cause the forrnation of masses of clinker which may 
stifle the fire.

Finally, it is desirable that the fuel shall possess 
high " reactivity " ; this is a n1easure of the ease \vith 
which it will burn. Reactivity may be increased by 
certain "activators," bnt, unfortunately, these give 
rise to a variety of additional problems \Vhich are still 
under investigation.
Characteristics of Producer Gas.

Since air consists approximately of four volumes of 
nitrogen to one volume of oxygen the carbon n1onoxide 
produced according to equation (1) is accompanied by 
twice its volume of nitrogen. In practice the com
position of producer gas varies with the type of fuel 
used, and also changes progressively during the 

burning of a charge owing to the early loss of volatile 
bodies. Typical analyses are given in Tables 3 and 4, 
and the calorific value is compared with that of other 
fuels in Table I.

Table 3.
COMPOSITION OF PRODUCER GAS ORTAINED 
UNDER FIXED CONDITIONS FROM DIFFERENT 

MIXTURES OF NEW AND USED ANTHRACITE

Table 4.

Sample
%

CO
% 
H,

•/ zo 
co.

%
N2

Calorific 
value.

(B.Th.U.
percu ft.)

.........
All new coal ..
Equal parts of

-
27 4 1 12^3 24 57^8 120

new and used 
coal .. 28^5 74 34) 60^9 115

At! used coal 274 44 34 654 100

COMPOSITION OF PRODUCER GAS AT DIFFERENT . 
STAGES DURING A RUN

Time from 
start of 

run (mins)
0fo 

CO
% V/o 

co„
%
X2

Calorific 
value 

(B.Th.U. 
per Cu. Ft.)

20 24-8 21-6 2-8 50^8 137
55 27-2 i2:3 24 574 120
95 28^6 94 23 604 116

130 29^0 6^3 2^6 624 100

The gas must be mixed in the engine with just the 
right amount of secondary air to burn it, and the 
calorific value of the resulting mixture is very 
significant as it gives a measure of the maximum 
energy available per cylinder charge. The figures for 
producer gas-air and several other fuel-air mixtures 
are given in Table 1.

The calorific value of the fuel-air mixture is the 
most important factor affecting the power which a 
given engine will develop with different fuels, although 
this is also influenced to an important extent by the 
ratio of the volume of reaction products to the volume 
of the charge, both calculated at standard temperature 
and pressure. This ratio for the various fuels is also 
shown in Table I, where it is seen that in 'this respect 
again producer gas suffers in comparison with petrol. 
The net result of these and other factors5 is that in a 
converted engine producer gas delivers about 60 per 
cent.-of the power available from petrol, but as it is 
markedly free from knocking tendency this figure may 
be raised to the neighbourhood of 70 per cent. by 
increasing the compression ratiu.

The Necessity for Filtration of the Gas.
All available producer fuels contain several per cent. 

of mineral matter or ash. When supplying an engine 
developing 40B.H.P. the velocity of gas in the oil-take 
pipe of the producer is 100-200 ft./sec., and it is 
obvious that a considerable amount of this ash in the

The question is much more complex than these elementary
considerations might suggest. A theoretical discussion 
bearing on this matter, by E. A. C. Chamberlain, appeared 
in The Engineer, October llth, 1940 ("Conversion of 
petrol vehicles to operate on town's gas "J.
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form of dust, together with fine unburnt fuel, will be 
carried forward by such a hurricane. Such an 
abrasive mixture must be prevented from reaching the 
engine as otherwise enormous cylinder wear will occur. 
The filter which is fitted for the purpose, usually at the 
end of a series of cooling pipes, is, therefore, a vital 
part of the equipment. Mechanical, electrostatic, 
centrifugal and water devices have been tried with 
varying degrees of success, but cylinder wear generally 
exceeds that produced by petrol.

Arrangement/ Operation and Performance of Produur 
Plant.

Fig. 1 shows diagrammatically a typical practical 
arrangement of a producer plant. The combustion 
chamber or hopper is charged with fuel from the top. 
Primary air enters through the tuyere, which is 
usually water cooled, and the reaction gases pass 

until'ignition occurs. The controls- are then so altered 
that the petrol supply is gradually cut off as the fire 
builds up, and at the same time the necessary 
secondary air is admitted. These operations normally 
take 3-5 min. ; the vehicle can then be driven on gas, 
though full power will not be developed for a further 
1.5 min. or so.

As indicated previously, producer gas shows little 
tendency to knock, and as a result the engine will 
" hang on " to a particular gear at surprisingly low 
speeds. Halts of more than a few minutes' duration 
necessitate further petrol assistance to draw the fire 
up again. This, of course, imposes a serious handicap 
on short-distance delivery work ; but on clear main 
roads, involving ordinary hills, properly maintained 
lorries generally give reliable and trouble-free service, 
running continuously at or near their legal maximum 
speeds despite their reduced engine power. Owing to

COOLERS

HOPPER

BUTTERFLY 
VALVE GAS 
CONTROL

Fig. 1.—Practical Arrangement of Producer Gas Plant.

through the ■ grate to the coolers. Efficient cooling is 
highly desirable so that when the gas arrives at the 
engine it will have the highest possible density and 
thus permit the maximum weight of charge to be 
drawn into the , cylinders at each stroke. The increase 
in density also has the advantage of reducing the 
velocity through the filtering apparatus, after passing 
through which-the gas is led to the induction manifold 
via the gas control throttle. Secondary air is admitted 
at an adjustable valve which is located on the engine 
side of the carburettor. Before the start of a run 
air-tightness of the system must be proved by blowing 
low-pressure air into the tuyere and testing for leaks 
with soap solution.

To light the fire the engine is started on petrol, the 
controls being so arranged that it takes its air supply 
through the producer while a torch is applied to the 
tuyere so that, the flame is drawn into the fuel bed

• For a more detailed description of a practical plant see 
" Report of the Committee on Emergency Conversion of 
Motor Vehicles and Producer Gas." His Majesty's 
Stationery Office, 1940. 
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their poor acceleration, however, time is always lost 
in passing through towns and their pay-loads. are 
reduced by the weight of the equipment, which is of 
the order of t ton. ' .

A vehicle carrying a pay-load of 3 tons consumes 
1-1! lb. of fuel per mile; in comparison with these 
figures it is interesting to note that a 400-ton load 
requires about 60 lb. of coal per mile for its transport 
by goods train.

Producer gas fuel costs £5-£6. per ton, which is 
equivalent to fd.-jd. pei‘ mile for the lorry as against 
l!d.' per mile when using petrol.

Disadvantages of Producer Gas.
Probably the most serious drawback of producer 

gas plant is its lack of flexibility. From what has 
already been explained of the chemical reactions 
involved it is clear that the fire is maintained by the 
suction of the engine. If the throttle be suddenly 
opened to accelerate, or to climb a hill, gas production

' Calculated on a tax free basis.



can increase only gradually as the fire adjusts itself to 
the new requirements; the delay is a function of the 
reactivity of the fuel and therefore varies considerably. 
Fuels with high ash content tend to form clinker, 
which may divert or subdivide the blast so that the 
fire fails to bum satisfactorily. Occasionally the only 
remedy for this fault is to empty out and recharge the 
producer. At the end of a run the fire box contains a 
minimum of about 130 lb. of unburnt fuel which for 
economy must be recovered and mixed, after sieving 
from the ash, with the fresh charge. In addition dry 
filters require cleaning about every 500 miles. This 
is a very dirty and unpopular job.

It is probable that most of the difficulties en
countered by the operators are due to air leaks in the 
plant, to detect and prevent which rigid precautions 
are necessary ; these involve constant vigilance in 
view of the^ frequency with which various parts are 
opened. Leaks' in the producer body inay cause the 
fire to spread, and possibly result in the casing being 
melted. They also reduce the blast through the 
tuyere. If they occur at other points in the system 
where the gas is still very hot, premature combustion 
occurs and the engine receives fuel of reduced calorific 
value. At the cool end of the system they are not so 
serious as they may, in part, be compensated for by a 
closer setting of: the secondary air valve.

Futu1'e1"fospects for Producer Gas.
Despite the defects outlined producer gas affords a 

fairly simple means of keeping long-distance vehicles 
mobile during the present crisis, but as has been 
intimated previously, there is little reason to doubt 
that petrol or oil, when obtainable, will continue to 
be preferred for road transport of the type at present 
used. Economics, however, play an important part 
in the selection and the producer gas system would be 
favoured by progress in the following directions :—•

8 Since the pressure inside the plant is always belo\v that 
.of the atmosphere a leak means entry of air and not 
escape of gas.

I. Improved filtration and possibly chemical 
purification of the gas so as to reduce cylinder 
wear to the petrol figure.

2. Reduction of producer equipment maintenance.
3. Supercharging devices.
4. Easier lighting and starting.
5. Adaptation to use a wider range of fuel.
Technically, it appears quite probable that with 

specially designed vehicles a sufficiently high standard 
of performance in these respects could be achieved ; 
but whether incentives for the necessary research and 
development \vould exist in time of peace is a political 
question which it is not proposed to answer.

Even if the use of indigenous fuel became a perpetual 
necessity, the merits of producer gas would require to 
be carefully balanced against those of steam, com
pressed coal gas, and a greatly extended coal-oil 
conversion .progran1mc.

Other Miscellaneous Gaseous Fuels.
Methane (also known as marsh gas or sludge gas) is 

the main product of anaerobic fermentation of 
sewage and is, therefore, available in considerable 
quantities, but suffers, like town's gas, of which it 
is a component, from the disadvantage of excessive 
bulkiness. There is, however, some ill-informed talk 
of its use for transport in the liquid, and, therefore, 
highly concentrated state, but this is quite impractic
able as it cannot be liquefied at temperatures above 
—95°C. by any pressure, however great. Those who 
speak of liquid methane in this connection probably 
mean its near chemical relatives which have higher 
•molecular weights and may be liquefied by moderate 
pressures at atmospheric temperature. The essential 
characteristics of these have been included in Table 1, 
and calor gas (liquefied butane) ' is a well-known 
example. Town's gas cnntains up to 5 per cent. of 
hydrocarbons such as ethane and ethylene, which 
would be very useful if they could be segregated, but 
this would present considerable difficulty and is 
presumably impracticable.

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH STATISTICS ---SINGLE WIRE MILEAGES AS AT 30rH SEPTEMBER, 1941 
THE PROPERTY OF, AND MAINTAINED BY, THE POST OFFICE

REGION
OVERHEAD UNDERGROUND

Trunks and 
Telegraphs Junctions Subscribers • Tnmks and 

Telegraphs t Junctions t Su^cribers 1
• - ,

Iforne Counties . . . . 13,455 41,548 295.699 1,017.998 228.995 1,159,874
South Western . . . . 8,760 34,775 221,342 458,891 «24831 fll4,841
Midland ......................... 10,599 26.231 184.550 694.662 247.393 8.53,354
Welsh & Border Counties .. 9,258 24,456 124.468- 352,136 63,659 247,335
North Eastern . . .. 13,222 23,297 151,885 I 599,860 195,185 858,777
North Westem . . . . 2,235 . 8,045 106,655 491,497 29:1.672 1,081,042
Northern Ireland . . . . 9,003 7,714 27,154 4-1,961 14,225 106,412
Scottish . . .. .. 24,489 32,571 166,553 489,520 174,817 660,942

Provinces . . . . . . 91.021 198,638 1,278,30() 4,146,525 1,316,777 5,582,577

J..ndon . . . . . . ' 601 1,471 67,348 I 630,162 1,481,252 3,562,498

United Kingdom . . . . 91,622 200.109 —------------------1,345,654 I 4,776,687 2,798,029 9,145,075

• Includes all spare wires. t All wires (including spares) in M.U. Cables. t All wires (including spares} in wholly Junction Cabloi;
5 All wires [including spares) in Sub's . and mixed Junction and Sub's. Cables.
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The Generation and Distribution of a 
Standard I kc/s Synchronising Signal.

U.D.C. 621.396.615
C. F. BOOTH, a.m.le.e:. and 
G. GREGORY

The generation and distribution of a standard 1 ' kc/s signal used for synchronisation purposes in connection with carrier 
telephony systems is described. The method of generation by " working " and " standby," temperature and pressure 
controlled valve maintained tuning fork frequency standards is set out. The precautions taken to ensure an unfailing 
1 kc/s supply to the distribution network by the provision of an automatic high speed change-over device, together with 

three alternative I kc/s signal sources derived from the coaxial cable master oscillators are detailed.

Introduction.

IN 5ingle sideband suppressed. carrier working, 
employed in the Post Office 12-channel carrier 
telephone network, it is imperative, if appreciable 
degradation of the speech circuits is to be avoided, 

that the corresponding send and receive carriers at 
the two terminals of a cable shall not differ in frequency , 
by more than a few cycles per second. The permissible 
difference for music transmission is less than that for 
speech and voice frequency signalling and telegraphy 
call for even closer agreement. In addition to the 
high frequency stability called for at the two ends 
of a particular cable it is desirable, to facilitate the 
interconnection of carrier systems throughout the 
country, that all corresponding carriers shall not 
differ. Obviously the simplest way to achieve this 
condition is to lock all the carrier generators to a

valve-maintained tuning fork oscillators of l kc/s. 
' The absolute frequencies of the crystal oscillators 
are determined to within L 2 parts in ] 08 and their 
stabilities during a 24-hour period are of the same 
order. The corresponding figure for fork A is 
±2/107 and for fork B ±1/106. Although the per
formance of the forks is inferior to that of the 
crystals, they .are at present employed to provide the 
l kc/ s synchronising signal. The reason for the 
decision is that risk of failure of the outgoing signal 
ruusl be reduced tu the absolute minimum, and 
whereas the l kc/s tone is produced directly by the 
fork oscillators, frequency dividing trains employing 
several valves arc necessary to provide a l kc/s

master frequency so that although they 
vary in unison with the master, they do 
not give a difference frequency. In this 
way the inherent frequency stability of 
the master need only be of an order to 
prevent the translated speech bands from 
wandering outside the pass-bands of the 
corresponding filters. In- view of the 
desirability of a standard synchronising 
signal for the carrier system throughout 
the country the system described in this 
article, employing a I kc/s synchronising 
signal, has been adopted.

The 1 kc/s signal is derived normally 
from the Post Office frequency standard, 
and is transmitted over two independent 
routes to the London terminal where it is 
arranged to control the master oscillators ' 
associated with the local 12-channcl 
systems. The 60th harmonic of the I kc/s 
signal, 60 kc/s, is transmitted over the 
cables to the remote terminals for syn
chronising purposes, and is passed on from 
these stations so that the whole cable net
work is controlled from the standard. In 
addition, 1 kc/s signals are produced at 
the coaxial cable terminals, London, 
Birmingham and .Manchester (Newcastle 
will be included in tq_e near future), and 
these signals are arranged to act as stand
bys to the standard in this order.
Equipment Associated with Frequency
, Standard

Tuning Fork Oscillators.
1"he frequency standard comprises a

signal froin 
accuracy of 
desirable to

power UNrrs 
& FLOAT CHARGED 

BATTERIES
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OUTPUTS TO^____________ 
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the crystals. So, despite the inferior 
the fork oscillators it was considered
use thcrn rather
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than to risk the very 
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Fig. 1.—Distribution of Standard 1 kc/s Synchronising Signal fron 
Fork FRR.gitENCY Standards.
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occasional failure of the dividing trains associated 
with the crystals. Rapid advances have recently been 
made with frequency dividers, and, with the improved 
reliability now available, it is hoped to derive the 
synchronising signal from Urn crystals in the near 
future. To reduce further the risk of failure the two 
forks A and B arc employed, the output normally 
being taken from A •via a change-over device which in 
the event of output failure of A causes B to be 
automatically switched to line. Alternative under
ground routes are provided to London, the general 
schematic being as shown in Fig 1.

The forks arc made of elinvar (frequency- 
tcmpcraturc co-efficient less than 10 parts in 106 per 
1°C), and arc mounted in temperature-controlled 

supplies, temperature, pressure and frequency of 
oscillation of each fork are monitored on the associated 
control bay, Fig. 3, installed in the Frequency 
Measuring Laboratory, remote from the cellar, and 
access to^ the latter is confined to a maintenance visit 
to the cellar once each day. The temperature control 
equipment for each fork pot is duplicated, the stand
by circuit being brought into operation on the failure 
of the working circuit. The absolute frequency of each 
fork is determined daily and daily records are kept 
of all factors which might affect frequency stability.

The fork maintaining circuits consist of two-stage 
drive units plus amplifiers, the latter acting as 
buffer stages to isolate the loads from the drives 
and giving levels of + 5 db. ref. l mW.

Forh M;uut.iiiiing

and lluffr l in nil*...

Lagged Ch.Hiilrer 

containing I >»rk Pat.

Decouplim: .md

Smoothing Un uit...

Fork B. Fork A.
Fig. 2.—Frequency Standard Bays. Fig. 3.—Control Bay for Fork

Distribution.

Temperature Control

Temperature aud 

Pressure Indicator.

] kc % Synchronoll5 Clock.

Supplies Monitorimc.

Synchronous Cloek 

Power Amplifier.

Supplie-..

A.

pots which are sealed against atmospheric pressure 
variations (frequency-pressure coefficient — 2^5/106/ 
+ 1 cm Hg), at a pressure of lOcms Hg. These 
assemblies (Fig. 2) together with the associated 
maintaining circuits are installed in an underground 
temperature-controlled room. The cellar temperature 
is maintained at 24° ± l °C, and the effective tempera
ture changes of the forks arc Jess than ±0,005°C. 
The power required for the maintaining circuits is 
obtained from float charged stabilised batteries of 
sufficient capacity to maintain the forks in oscilla
tion during A.C. mains failures of up to 48 hours 
duration. Supplies for the heater circuits are obtained 
from Separate high capacity batteries. The voltage

The fork temperature control systems employ 
mercury contact thermometers, sensitivity l in. 
per 1°C, valves and mercury relays. The thermometer 
contacts arc fused into the glass stem, one near the 
bulb and the other in a position lo make contact 
with the mercury column at the control temperature 
27s5°C. The heater resistances are wound round the 
sealed metal pot containing the fork, the thermometer 
bulb being in. intimate association with the heater 
windings. Thus, as the pot temperature rises to the 
control value, the circuit between the thermometer 
contacts is made through the mercury column, the 
valve grid bias is changed and the heater current is 
switched off by the mercury relay in the valve 

1Õ7



anode circuit. Alternatively, as the temperature 
falls belo’v the control value, the heat is switched on. 
The heater windings, thermometer, mercury relay 
and valve are duplicated, and an automatic change
over device is included to enable the " working " 
system to be supplanted by the " stand-by " system 
in the event of the failure of the former. The change
over device consists of a thermomcter {the control 
thermometer) having three contacts, one in the bulb 
and the others at positions corresponding to tempera
tures ± 0^2f>°C from the operating temperature 
of 27^5'C, and a relay which is arranged to switch 
on the filament supply to either the "working " 
or •• stand-by " valve. While the control thermo
meter mercury column is within ± 0-25°C of 27v5°C, 
the filament circuit of the "working" valveismadevia 
the relay tongue and the " working" heating system is 
ready to function, but immediately the control 
thermometer mercury moves outside this range the 
relay is operated, the " stand-by" system takes 
control autl a visual warning of the change-over is 
given. To enable the fork pot temperature and air 
pressure to be monitored at the associated control 
bay (Fig. 3), the pot is fitted with a resistance bridge 
thennonieter and a manometer. The bridgeis balanced 
at the operating temperature 27^5°C, and a calibrated 
microammeter on the control bay registers the actual 
pot temperature. The manometer is fitted with 
contacts, so arranged that slight pressure variations 
about the normal value, 10 ems. Hg., result in the 

manometer mercury column level altering the value 
of the current flowing through a monitoring meter. 
Tests have shown that as a result of the precautions 
described the fork temperature and the air pressure 
within the sealed pot are maintained constant at 
27^5°C ± 0-005°C and 10 ems. ± 0^05 mm. Hg., 
corresponding to fork frequency variations of less than 
±3 and ±1 part in 108 respectively. The equipment, 
which is,somcwhat complicated, is fitted with test 
keys whereby the operation of both thermostats
and the changeover device can be simulated. The 
system has been in operation for some six years, and 
has proved to be very reliable.

The mean frequency of each fork is determined 
daily in terms of mean solar time. For the purpose, 
the two fork outputs are arranged to drive two 
synchronous motor clocks which keep true mean 
solar time rate when the control frequency is exactly 
I kc/s. The clock rates are compared with rhythmic 
time signals on a double pen recorder1, one pen 
being operated by the Rugby time signal and the 
other by second impulses from the fork dllven clock. 
The displacement of the " fork " second marks 
from successive time signals, separated by a 24-hour 
interval, enaDles the mean frequency of the fork 
during the interval to be calculated. ' The accuracy 
of the determination is primarily dependent on the 
accuracy of the 24-hour interval as radiated from 
Rugby. This is normally good to within ± 0^02 sees. 

'P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 33, p. Ill.

I

If Fjg. 4.—Automatic Change-over Device Circuit.
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corresponding to a maximum possible frequency 
error of ± 4^6/107 c/s for a 24-hour interval, the 
error decreasing proportionally as the length of the 
interval is increased. It must be remembered that 
time signal determinations give information only 
of the mean frequency of the fork over the period of 
comparison, but the "instantaneous frequency " 
can be readily measured in a few seconds to within 
± 2/108 by recording the beat frequency between 
the I OOOth harmonic of the fork and the output of 
one of the 1,000 kc/s crystal standards whose 
frequencies are always known to that accuracy. Such 
"instantaneous frequency" checks of the fork 
standards form part of the routine work carried out 
in the associated Frequency Measuring Laboratory.

Change-Over Circuit.
The change-over device employed for the purpose 

of switching the alternative standard 1 kc/s supply 
to line, is shown in schematic form in Fig. 1, and 
the circuit given in Fig. 4. It is required to operate 
at high speed ; for this reason, elcctro-rnechanical 
relays are omitted and switching is achieved by 
electronic means. It comprises working and stand
by amplifiers fed from forks A and B/the amplifiers 
being biased by an associated thyratron circuit. 
Normally the thyratron arc is extin$tiished, in which 
condition a resistance network provides an operating 
grid bias of some -2V for the working amplifier, 
and a blocking bias of approximately -22V for the 
standby amplifier. Thus the output fed to !me is 
derived from fork A via the working amplifier,- 
the standby amplifier output being ' reduced to a 
level of —60 db. relative to the working output. 
The arc is prevented from striking by negative grid 
bias obtained by rectifying a part of the working 
amplifier 1 kc/s output. If the working amplifier 
output fails the rectified bias voltage also fails and 
the thyratron strikes. The iguition of the thyratron 
reverses the bias conditions, i.e., the working amplifier 
is blocked, the standby amplifier becomes operative, 
and the output fed to line is derived from fork B, 
the change-over being indicated by an alarm lamp. 
When the fault which caused the working amplifier 
to fail is cleared, the distribution will n6t revert to 
A since it is not possible to extinguish the thyratron 
by grid control once a D.C. arc is struck. A key is - 
therefore provided to interrupt the thyratron anode 
Circuit so that the noriilal conditions may be restored. 
The time required for the change-over to take place 
depends on the time constant of the 1 kc/s - tone 
rectifier, which has been made as small as practicable, 
on the ignition delay of the thyratron, and on the 
delay in the standby amplifier. While no precise 
measurements have been made to determine the 
total delay this is known to be very small. With a 
common input to both amplifiers it was found possible 
to run a I kc/s synchronous clock from the output 
despite frequent operation of the change-over device. 
Under this condition, however, no phase difference 
was introduced to the clock supply. ' With separate 
»urces of input clock stoppages occurred whenever 
there was an appreciable phase difference between 
the two sources at the moment of change-over. 
The respective input and output levels of both forks 

are -8 and .f. 10 db. ref. 1 mW, the output level 
of the transmitted 1 kc/s signal being constantly 
monitored. Indicating lamps on the change-over 
panel are illuminated; green when the worki°:g 
amplifier is in operation and red when the c.ircu1t 
changes over to the standby amplifier. The operation 
of the device is tested twice daily and records are 
taken of the input and output levels.
Causes of Failure.

The most probable causes of failure of the I kc/s 
signal to line are as follows :-

(a) Battery supply failures. •

(b) Valve failures in the drive and buffer stages 
of the standards and in the change-over unit.

(c) Prolonged A.C. power failures.
The batteries which supply the generating and 

distribution equipment are maintained in the 
Frequency Measuring Laboratory battery room, the 
forks being fed from float charged batteries which 
safeguard them from A.C. power failures up to 48 
hours duration, and the distribution equipment is 
fed from high capacity batteries alternately charged 
and discharged. The valves used in the standards 
drive and buffer circuits have a very long life, and 
those in the change-over circuit arc of a very reliable 
type. Furthermore, the standby amplifier valve is 
biased to cut-off. Prolonged A.C. power failures 
would probably affect associated terminal equip
ment equally with the generating and distributing 

•
apparatus.

Equipment at Coaxial (able Terminals
The carrier frequencies required for the London- 

Birmingham-Manchester coaxial cable system2 are 
derived at each of the three terminals from a chain of 
frequency dividing circuits which are rigidly locked 
to a master oscillator of nominal frequency 400 kc/s, 
a high-grade crystal oscillator, 400 kc/s, being pro
vided at each terminal. Normally the London 
oscillator is arranged to control directly the carrier 
generators at that terminal, and the generators at 
Birmingham and Manchester by a 400 kc/s synchronis
ing signal transmitted over the cable. Failure of the 
London oscillator causes Birmingham automatically 
to take control, and similarly the role of master is 
taken over by Manchester. should both Lon?on and 
Birmingham fail. (A similar system will be mstalled 
at Newcastle when the Manchester-Newcastle section 
of the cable is equipped). A nominal 1 kc/s signal 
is produced at each terminal from a dividing chain 
driven either by the local oscillator, or the mcoming 
synchronising pilot, the frequency being exactly 
one four-hundredth of the control frequency. Thus, 
under normal conditions, there is available at the 
terminals a nominal 1 kc/s signal which is one four
hundredth of the London master oscillator frequency, 
while under fault conditions each 1 kc/s sigual might 
be similarly related to its local master. The crystal 
oscillator employs a 400 kc/s crystal of low-frequency 
temperature coefficient. Minimum damping of the 
crystal is ensured by the use of a nodal plane 
suspension and by a reduction of the air pressure in

'P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 30, p. 275.
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the holder to less than 5 cni Ifg. The effective 
frequency-temperature coefficient of the mounted 
crystal over the range 20c tn OQX. is less than 
l /106/l °C. The crystal is mounted in a thcrmo- 

I K c/S DISTRIBUTION
Fie. 5.—Frequency 
Djvhjing Train for 
Genehatton of} kc.'S 
Signal from Coaxial 
\lASTEa Oscillator .

statically-controlled oven 
designed to reduce ambient 
temperature variations tii 
less titan + IJ-!'C The 
temperature control is 
achieved \V’itli a contact 
mercury themumicter iu 
association with a valve 
rectifier and a mercury re
lay. A second thermometer 
fitted with contacts at tem
peratures ±I 0('. from tlie 
control value of 40°C. is 
employed to give warnings 
of oven temperature irregu
larities. Trimmcrcapacitors 
across the crystals provide 
means of compensating for 
the second order frequency 
variations which occur due 
to ageing of crystal, mount
ing and circuit componeuts. 
.\s a measure uf safety two 
similar crystals arc con
tained within the oven, 
either of which max' be 
connected to till’ drive 
circuit. The load on the 
drive valve is stabilised by 
a pentode valve bti ffer 

:stage. No special precautions are taken to 
stabilise the supplies which are obtained from thi‘ 
station busbars. The dav-to-dav stabilities of till.' 
master oscillators are hotter tlian ± I /106.

Two multivibrator cliains are provided and failure of 
tlie working chain causes the standby to be auto
matically switched into service. Tlic division to 
I kc/s is achieved in four multivibrator stages, 
400 200, 200/40, 40:;), 5/1, Fig. 5. Each unit 
comprises a control signal amplifier, a multivibrator, 
a wide-band filter and amplifier to cover the required 
carrier frequency hand. fn the j/( stage the wide
band filter is replaced by a low pass filter and four 
independent HOO ohni outputs at a level of 1-S db. 
ref. 1 m\V. are available.

The frequencies of the l kc/s signals at each of 
tlie three stations arc regularly measured in terms 
of the frequency standard. This is achieved by 
causing each of the 40U kc/s master oscillators to 
provide the control to the London dividing train 
anrl by transmitting the nominal I kc/s derived 
signals over a special pair to the Frequency 
Measuring Laboratory.

'The stability, during a period of six months, of 
the I kc/s -;igji;i] derived from the l,ondnn coaxial 
cable master oscillator is illustrated graphically in 
Fig. 6. l)nring the tirst three months the working 
crystal was in operation, after which flic spare 
crystal was brought, into iisi‘. The average absolute 
errors of thi‘ two frequencies from I kc/s were 
4- 4/106 (working) and -2-5/106 (spare), and their 
stabilities over periods of days were within :f: I /106. 
.\s already stated ih(‘ three coaxial cable master 
oscillator 1 kc/s signals are used as standbys to the 
standard I kc/s' signal. It should be appreciated, 
however, that tlie cquipnient w-as designed for tlii' 
cnaxial system, and is actually intimately associated 
witli the terminal equipment. It is pro posed in the 
near future to provide three new svts of equipment 
at the three terminals giving a l kc/s signal of 
inucli higher absolute accuracy and stability. The 
production of this apparatus is actually in hand.

1940
Fig. 6. — Comparison of I-RKycKxey or London Coaxial Cabi.k Mastiîr Usi ili aiok with Fke1 h iîX'.v Stasharii.
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Carrier System No. 7
Part II

F. J. D. . TAYLOR, B.S<.(Eng.)

U.D.C. 621.395.443.3
The second and final part of this article describes the principal equipment comprising the new Carrier System No. 7 and gives 

particulars of the performance of a typicaJ installation.
Introduction.THE first part of this article dealt with the 

basic. features of this particular type of 
12-circuit carrier system ; in this part, circuits 

and equipment details arc described at greater length. 
It will be appreciated that as a great number of 
different panels are involved it is in1practicable to 
deal with all them in the detail which, perhaps, they 
deserve. The equipment details mentioned and the 
measured performance indicated are those of the 
apparatus as made by one particular manufacturer .: 
another manufacturer is making the equipn1ent to 
almost identical drawings, but it is unlikely that the 
performance of the equipment as made by different 
manufacturers -w;n vary to any considerable extent. 

subject of another article. The relative position and 
interconnection of items (i) to (v) will be apparent 
from Fig .. 3 of'the first part of this article.

Channel Equipment.
This may be defined as the apparatus required to 

assemble 12 speech bands into the frequency range 
60--108 kc/s and to effect the reverse process; it is 
indicated in block schematic lorm in Fig. 1, which 
illustrates that part of the apparatus proper to the 
modulating and demodulating stages for one speech 
channel. The carrier frequmcies are 64, 68-,108 kc/s, 
and inverted (lower) sidebands are selected.

The input pads preceding the modulator are 
adjustable in order that the rrlative test level at the

CARRIER SUPPLY

Fig. 1.—Channel Equipment.

CARRIER SUPPLY FROM GROUP MODULATING

. The equipment involved and subsidiary apparatus 
introduced in conjunction with it falls. into the 
following sections :—

(i) Channel and group modulating equipment.
(ii) Carrier frequency generating and syn

chronising equipment.
(iii) J)istribution frames.
(iv) Line amplifiers and equalisers.
(v) Distant end crosstalk balancing equipment.

(vi) Inverters. '
(vii) Inverter carrier frequency generating equip

ment.
(viii) Testing equipment.

This article is concerned in the main with items 
(i), (ii), (iii) and (viii), and to a lesser extent with (iv). 
Though initial installations of the No. 7 equipment 
will employ line amplifiers of the type used in con
nection with Ko. 5 and No. 6 type installations, 
amplifiers capable of dealing with the 12-108 kc/s 
range have been introduced and these will be dealt 
with in a later article. Item (v) has been dealt with 
elsewhere1 and items (vi) and (vii) will form the 

1 I P.O.E.E. Printed Paper, No. 171.

ffiodulatOr proper may be independent (within the 
•design limits) of the signal level as applied at the input 
terminals. Both modulator and demodulator net
works are of the Cowan type, i.e. alternate half 
waves of the carrier cause rectifiers to become 
conducting, thus short-circuiting the line and so 
" chopping " the applied audio signal at carrier 
frequency. The potentiometer associated with the 
modulator network may be adjusted to keep carrier 
leak to a minimum. A fixed attenuator pad follows 
the modulator network in order that a sensibly 
constant impedance may close the band selecting 
filter on its input side. In addition there are adjust
able attenuator pads preceding the filter input, but 
these are adjusted in the factory and result in a 
similar relative test level for each channel as measured 
at the. common output point.

It will be observed that voltage limiters of con
ventional type are not used at the input of the 
transmitting channel equipment , a special device is 
rendered unnecessary by the characteristic of the 
modulator. For a given level of carrier voltage, 
sideband power and input power have a linear 
relationship for a wide range of input levels ; when, 
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however, the input level approaches the carrier level 
linearity is lost and a point is reached where increase 
of input level does not result in an increase of output 
level.

It will be observed that the demodulator is similar 
in form to the modulator, but as it is not necessary 

_ to balance the network a potentiometer is not pro
vided. The resistance condenser combination in 
series with the input transformer of the channel 
amplifier is provided so that slight irregularities in 
the gain-frequency response of the equipment may be 
equalised ; the adjustment of these components is 
effected in the factory.

The channel amplifier has a single gain stage, 
series negative feed-back being employed. Adjust
ment of gain is . effected by the variable cathode 
resistor ; this is provided in the form of a variable 
potentiometer which may be adjusted by a control 
projecting through the dust cover.

All the channel filters are of conventional design 
and 
and

employ crystal resonators as well as condensers
Fig. 2 illustrates ainductors of normal type.

CRYSTALS AA, BB, CC & OD

Fig. 2.—Circuit of Typical

wiring to

ARE PAIRS

Channel Filter.

Hi

typical filter circuit. The crystals forming opposite 
arms of a lattice are not mechanically separate ; one 
crystal only is used to form each "pair," but the 
electrodes on the opposite faces are divided to form, 
in effect, two resonator elements. (Note-—-The two 
manufacturers at present making this type of equip
ment use different crystal "cuts.") The trimm^g 
condensers are a small air dielectric type. The 
inductors employ iron dust cores, molybdenum
nickel-iron being used almost exclusively in the 
equipments tested, though nickel-iron dusts are used 
in the equipment of another manufacturer. The 
individual filters are enclosed in air-tight calls which 
are sealed after a drying process.

'fhe modulator and demodulator networks, channel 
amplifier and associated filters for one circuit end 
are mounted upon one panel known as a channel 
panel. (See Fig. 3.)

Associated with the filter common points on both 
the transmitting and receiving sides compensating 
filters are provided ; these filters are of conventional 
type and their function is well known.
Group Modulating Equipment.

This comprises on the transmitting side a group 
modulator and associated low-pass.filter, whereas on 
the receiving side there is a group demodulator, low- 
pass filter and a group amplifier. The group 
" modem" (modulator-demodulator unit) is of con
ventional type, modified (biased rectifiers) double 
balanced bridges - being used. At the input of the 

demodulator side of the group " modem " there is. 
provided a differential transformer from one winding 
of which are taken leads which carry a received carrier 
synchronising signal. The low-pass filters are of coil 
and condenser type and their construction is normal 
The group amplifier has a Axed gain oI approximately 
42. db. and is a two-stage transformer coupled unit, 
negative feedback being employed.

Initial installations of the equipment are not 
provided with group combining filters, but these may 
be added readily if and when it is desired to work 
with two 12-circuit groups on one pair in carrier 
cables. It is not desired to provide these filters when . 
not absolutely necessary as, owing to the narrow 
separating band, . they degrade somewhat the loss
frequency characteristic of the channels immediately 
adjacent to the 60 kc/s group separating frequency. 
Initial installations will not be wired to the G.D.F. 
at the junction of the channel and group modulating - 
equipment.. However, the interconnection oI the two- 
sections of the apparatus is so arranged that the 

the frame can be provided as and when 
necessary and 
disturbance.

The channel 

without causing undue

and group modulating

ment.

equipment for one . 12-circuit group 
occupies two standard baysides 10 ft. 6 in. 
in height (Fig. 3). The channel panels, 
compensating networks and miscellaneous 
panels occupy most of the space on each 
of the baysides ; the remaining space is 
normally left blank on one of the baysides . 
whereas on the other it is used to 
accommodate the group modulating equip- 

The normally blank space on every twdith 
pair of baysides is used to accommodate a carrier 
distribution panel, this comprising the carrier supply 
busbars and associated compensating resistors for 
a group of 12-channel and group modulating 
equipments.

At a later date a change may be made in the layout 
of apparatus on the channel bays. Without con
siderable alteration to component panels it will be 
possible to mount all of the channel panels on one 
baysidc and to mount the group equipment upon 
separate bays. This may result in a more economical 
use of bay space and should decrease the mean length 
of run to and from the G.D.F. It is contemplated. 
that this change of layout will not be adopted until 
after the cessation of •hostilities. In certain instances, 
however, group modulating equipment will be 
mounted on special bays, e.g., at the junction of 
12-circuit and coaxial cable installations.
Carrier Frequency Generating Equipment.

Fig. 4 indicates in block schematic form the carrier 
frequency generating apparatus. The primary fre
quency of 4 kc/s is generated by an oscillator the 
frequency of which is controlled either by a local high 
accuracy source of l kc/s tone or by a pilot tone 
received from line. There is also a standby oscillator 
which is also frequency controlled. The control - 
panel associated with the two 4 kc/s oscillators is 
used firstly to observe that there is no asynchionism 
between the oscillators and secondly to assist in the 
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adjustment for frequency stability against battery 
potential variations.

Each of the 4 kc/s oscillators feeds tone into a 
harmonic generator. This consists of a two-stage 
power amplifier designed to feed a saturated coil 
circuit of the type described in the first part of this 
article ; odd and even harmonics are generated. 
The level of harmonic generated is approximately 
27 db. above l mW. In the "normal”- harmonic 
generator a transformer associated with the output 
-of the amplifier is used to apply a monitoring signal

Briefly, the change-over panel comprises three gas
discharge relay circuits, two of these circuits being in 
parallel. Under normal conditions, the circuit in
cluding the single relay is conducting, and certain of 
tlie potentials developed are applied to the anode and 
screen circuits of the output valves of the stand-by 
equipment in order that, though the apparatus is 
" alive " and ready for working, only very low anode 
and screen currents will be maintained ; this arrange
ment improves the reliability of the stand-by equip
ment and lengthens the life of the valves concerned.

GROUP TRANSMIT BAND FILTER
RELAT PANEL

GROUP MODEM
PILOT SENO PANEL

GROUP RECEIVE BAND FILTER

CROUP RECEIVE AMPLIFIER-

PILOT RECEIVER

Channel panel-motor AMPLIFIER

FILTERS

CARRIER METER PANEL

CHANGE OVER PANEL

HYBRID COILS

..

REAR FRONT

FREQUENCY 
MULTIPLIER

CARRIER SUPPLY
-ALARM PANEL

METER PANEL

120 kc/S AMPLIFIER 
STAND-BY

4 Kc/s OSCILLATOR 
STAND-BY

HARMONIC GENERATOR 
STAND-BY

RELAY t RESISTANCE PANEL
—CARRIER ADJUSTING 

RESISTORS

_____ .ODD CHANNEL
CARRIER FILTERS

HARMONIC GENERATOR 
WORKING

4 kc/s OSCILLATOR 
WORKING

RELAY 1 RESISTANCE 
PANEL

120 Kc/s AMPLIFIER 
WORKING “

EVEN CHANNEL 
CARRIER FILTERS

FREQUENCY DEVIATION 
8. ALARM PANEL

OSC-CONTROL PANEL
METER PANEL- 

56 kc/s FILTER--

CHANNEL RECEIVE FILTER —

CHANNEL MODEM L AMPLIFIER

^NNEL TRANSMIT 
METER P"NEL................

---------FUSE & LAMP PANEL--------

-RELAY a RESISTANCE PANEL 

COMPENSATING NETWORKS“

bay

Fig. 3.—Channel and Generator Bays.

of 4 kc/s to the change-over panel. The function of 
the change-over panel is to ensure that while the 
output from the "normal ” harmonic generator is at 
its designed value that from the " stand-by ” unit is 
suppressed, so that one output only is applied to each 
of the combining differential transformers; if the 
" normal ” 4 kc/s oscillator or harmonic generator 
fails, the changeover panel " opens up" the stand-by 
path and suppresses the "normal” path. The 
change-over process is automatic in the direction 
" normal ” to " stand-by," but manual restoration is 
necessary.

At change-over the relay is extinguished and the 
anode and screen potentials controlled are restored 
to normal.

The other relays are paralleled to ensure reliability; 
they are normally extinguished,. and the circuit 
conditions are such that only one of them will strike 
at the change-over. On the failure of the 4 kc/s 
monitoring tone from the "normal" harmonic 
generator one of the paralleled relays will strike and 
continue to conduct as long as the stand-by equip
ment is working. With both of the paralleled valves 
non-conducting, potentials from the circuits are used
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(a) to apply a blocking voltage to the first stage valve 
of the stand-by harmonic generator and (b) apply a 
working bias to the corresponding valve of the normal 
harmonic generator. Striking of the valves on failure 
of the 4 kc/s monitoring signal is effected by the 
reduction of grid bias supplied normally by the 
monitoring signal. Facilities are provided so that the 
operation of the change-over equipment can be 
tested at any time.

It should be pointed out here that change-over by 
the one panel can be effected not only by failure of 
the monitoring 4 kc/s signal from the " normal " 
harmonic generator but also by the failure of the 
120 kc/s supply at the output of the " normal " 
amplifier supplying that frequency (amplifier N of 

of both the 120 kc/s supply and the " common " of 
the odd harmonic supply ; failure of either of these 
supplies' brings into operation an urgent alarm as the 
failure of all of the equipment supplied by the carrier 
generating equipmetl is involved.

The filters are of crystal element type and similar 
in general construction to the channel filters of the 
channel equipment. The normal level of carrier at 
the output of the filters is adjusted to be 0-4 V, and 
the level of 120 kc/s supply is !• I V.

The power available from the carrier selecting 
filters is sufficient for 12 groups of channel equipment; 
if 12 groups or less are to be fed from the generating 
equipment connections such as that indicated as (a) 
in Fig. 4 are made. If. however. 13 to 48 groups are

TO PILOT
SENE PANEL

FREQUENCY 4kcA Dec. 
CONTROL — (normal)

CONTROL 
PANEL

FREQUENCY
CONTROL -

4kch O.c.
(stand-by)

HARMONIC 
GENERATOR 

(NORMAL)

CHA"" 
OVER

PANEL

OOP
EVEN

TO PILOT 
• 500 PANEL

HARMONIC 
GENERATOR 

(STAND'By)

CDD J_________
EVEN__________  

120 ke/s

[ T | DlffERENTIAL TRANSFORMER

NORMAL & STAD-8Y AMPUflERS 
(120 kcA SUPPLY)

flG. 4. SCHRMATIC OF CARRIER FrEQLENCY GeXERATJNG EQUIPMENT.

Fig 4.). The operation of the change-over panel is the 
same for control by either the 4 or 120 kc/s 
signals.

It will be observed from Fig. 4 that from each of - 
the harmonic generators there are three outputs, 
i.e., the odd and even harmonic frequencies of 4 kc/s 
and also 120 kc/s. From the odd and even supplies 
the primary carrier frequencies 64, 68—108 kc/s are 
selected by filters passing only a very narrow band 
and grouped as shown in the figure.

Separate amplifiers are used in the "normal'' and 
" stand-by" paths of the 120 kc/s supply and the 
stand-by amplifier is normally back-biased via the 
change-over panel.

An alarni panel is provided to monitor the output 

to be supplied a bay of carrier amplifiers is empinyed, 
connection then being of the form shown as (b) of the 
figure. In the diagram the connections for the 
84 kc/s supply only are shown in full, but similar 
arrangements exist for each of the other 11 primary 
carrier frequencies.

Distribution of the carrier is effected via a distribu
tion panel associated with the first of every group of 
twelve channel equipments, e.g., in.a station accom
modating 38 channel equipments there would be 
carrier distribution panels on the lst, 13th, 25th and 
37th units. The design of the distribution panel is 
such that a constant load is maintained independently 
of the number of channel equipments being 
supplied.
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Carrier 1'-requency Synchronising Equipment.
'fhis is, essentially, associated VC'ry closely with the 

carrier generating apparatus and is i1Iustrated in block 
schematic form in I-<ig. 5. As has been indicated in 
the first part of this article, the oscillator equipment 
at one station can control the frequency gPneratf'ci hy 
that at a distant statio_n, and the process is reversible. 
The controlling frequency transmitted to line has a 
frequency of 60 kc/s. Where a suitable high accuracy 
source of I kc/s current is available2 a frequency 
multiplying device is provided in order that the 
oscillators may be controlled either locally or by the 
synchronising signal received from line. As has been 
mentioned earlier, it is the intention that ultimately 
the whole of the 12-circuit carrier network will be 
linked up and Controlled at any instant by one high 

from line and by modulation with the locally generated 
frequency of_ nominally 56 kc/s produces the 4 kc/s 
signal for the control of the 4 kc/s oscillators. A 
portion of the incoming pilot signal is diverted for 
comparison with tl1e transmitted pilot signal.

I'requenry Deviation and Alarm Panel.-This unit 
compares the frequency of the following pairs of 
signals and operates an alarm if there is asyn- 
chronism:-

(i) 60 kc/s derived from a local high accuracy 
I kc/s source and that transmitted to line for 
control purposes.

(ii) . 60 kc;s sig'nal received from i:ne and that 
transmitted to line.
(Note.—(i) and (ii) are, of course, alternatives.)

LINE 
(REC)

PHASE SHIFTING NETWORKE
Fig. 5.— Schey.atic of Carrier Frequency Synchronising Equipment.

accuracy master oscillator, the linking and control 
being modified as required under fault conditions.

To facilitate explanation of the operation of the 
carrier synchronising apparatus the function of each 
of the panels indicated in Fig. 5 will first be described. 
(Figs. 4 ancl 5 should, of course, be considered in 
association with each other.)

Frequency Multiplier Panel.—This produces from 
a high accuracy I kc/s source harmonic frequencies of 
4 and 60 kc/s, the former being used to control the 
frequency generated by the 4 kc/s oscillators and the 
latter to act as a frequency against which the outgoing 
pilot frequency can be checked. .

Pilot Receiver.—This receives the 60 kc/s signal

2 P.O.E.E.J., Vol. 34, p. 156.

(iii) 4 kc/s generated by the " normal" oscillator 
and that generated by the." stand-by" unit.

Pilot Sending Panel.—This is a combining unit 
receiving 60 kc/s currents from the "normal" and 
" stand-by" harmonic generators and is provided 
with distribution facilities to the transmitting line 
amplifiers. .

Motor Amplifier Panel.—This unit incorporates all 
the amplifiers required to amplify the. various 4 kc/s 
(nominal) signals which control the condenser driving 
motors. The phase shifting network is also included.

Motor Sub-panels.—Onc of these panels is associated 
with each of . the two controlled oscillators and is 
mounted directly upon the oscillator proper. It 
incorporates the rectifier system and the condenser 
driving motor.
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The arrangement obtaining where the frequency 
control is derived from a local 1 kc/s oscillator' will 
nOw be considered. In this condition 4 kc/s tone is 
derived from the controlling source and applied to 
the motor amplifier panel. (Note.-In Fig. 5 figures 
placed immediately adjacent to a line indicate the 
synchronising signal frequency at that point.) Two 
of the output frequencies of this panel will be of 
4 kc/s in quadrature with respect to one another. If 
the frequency generated by either the "normal" or 
"stand-by" oscillator differs from 4 kc/s it will be 
brought into synchronism with the controlling 4 kc/s 
tone, the mechanism of the control being as explained 
in the first part of this article.

\\i'hen the oscillators are generating the accUrate 
4th har1nonic of the controlling source the pilot send
ing panel 'will be delivering the 60th harmonic of the 
control frequency to line via the input circuits of all 
transmitting line amplifiers.

If the frequency control is to be derived from a 
signal received from a distant cpntrolling station, it is 
first necessary to select the particular incoming signal 
which shall be used; this is apparent, for at any 
station there may be receiving line amplifiers 
associated with many different routes. To enable this 
selection to be accomplished there - are provided for 
each set of carrier generating equipment two 
selection "fields," the first on the channel bays (one • 
for each 12 groups) and the second on the carrier 
generating bays. Preceding the input of each group 
demodulator there is provided a differential tran3- 
formcr, one output of which is associated with the 
group demodulator and the other with the first pilot 
selecting field. On one in each group of 12-channel 
equipments there is viovided a pilot selecting fjeld, 
and the pilot inputs of the 12 groups are wired to this 
field, which has only one output ; any one of the 
12 inputs can be jumpered to this output. The 
outputs of four sets of 12 groups can be vvired directly 
to a secondary field on the generator bays; hence only 
one incoming pilot signal derived from 48 groups can 
be used to control the carrie-r generating equipment.

Normally, when there are more than one set of 
carrier generating equipment in a station it is 
intended that each set shall be controlled (if from a 
distant station) by one of the groups of channel 
equipment driven by it. However, should this prove 
impracticable, arrangements will be made for tie 
circuits to be available between secondary selection 
fields.

The incoming controlling signal (60 kc/s) is applied 
to the pilot receiver in which, by modulation with the 
locally generated 56 kc/s current, a nominally 4 kc/s 
current is produced. This is used to control the 
.frequency of the local 4 kc/s generators in the manner 
already indicated.

Distribution Frames. . •
In connection with installations of the Nos. al and 6 

type equipments there have been provided high 
frequency repeater distribution frames, and these were 
made of fixed size ; experience showed; however, that 
it was desirable to make such f.[ames in such a 
manner that they could be extended as necessary, 
i.e., that they should be built on the lines of the 
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repeater distribution frame as used in repeater 
stations. It was apparent that neither the H.F.R.D.F. 
nor the G.D.F. could be made quite as simple in form 
as the R.D.F. as the technical considerations involved 
were more cohlplex.

Consideratiqns involved in the design of the 
flexible frames \Vere as follo\\'S :-

G.D.F.-Test signal levels vary from - 8 db. to 
- 37 db.3 Apparatus interconnection to be at a 
point, having a nominal impedance of 75 ohms un
balanced to earth. Signals to be within the frequency 
range 60 to 108 kc/s.

H.F.R.D.F.-Test signal level to be + G db. in.all 
cases. Apparatus interconnection to be at a point 
having a nominal impedance of 140 ohms balanced to 
earth. Signals normally to be within the frequency 
range 12 to 60 kc/s, this being extended to. 108 kc/s 

•in th.e event of 24-channel working.
It is apparc-nt that for each of the frames the 

crosstalk requirements are stringent and considerable 
attention has therefore had to be paid to screening of 
tags, screening of jumpers and layout of tag blocks 
and wiring. It is now felt that all of the problems 
have been solved, and though, at the time of writing, 
dravvings of the frames have not been cornpleted it is 
anticipated that no difficulties will arise. For the 
H.F.R.D.F. the tag blocks will be somewhat similar 
to the conventional item ; single screen pair wire \vill 
be used for the jumpers. It has been arranged that 
the fra1nes shall have the san1e " back. to front" 
dimension as the standard bay ; it will therefore be 
possible to put the frames " en suite" with other 
apparatus. Blocks on one face of the H.F.R.D.F. 
will be associated with apparatus passing signal 
currents into the fran1e and the other side of the 
frame with outgoing signal currents.

The G.D.F. has' involved the development of a 
special terminal block of very unconventional design, 
the size and spacing of tag being greater than normal. 
A double-screened and braided coaxial cable has been 
adopted for jumpering, the overall diameter of the 
cable being about 0al in. ; the use of this somewhat 
inflexible wire and the comparative difficulty of 
making off the screen has involved the production of 
a special technique lor running and. terminating the 
jumpers-special tools being used in the process.

Testing Equipment.
It has been considered desirable to provide testing 

apparatus at termin1l stations to m::!asure ;-
(a) The audio to audio gain-frequency response of 

channels as measured end-to-end of complete 
circuits or " back-to-back" with channel and 
line amplifier equipment looped.

(b) Audio to sideban:l ani sideband to audio gain- 
frequency.response of channels as looped "go" 
to " return " at the output of the transmitting 
line amplifier.

(c) Gain of channel amplifiers.
(d) Gain—frequency response of line amplifiers 

whether or not associated with attenuation 
distortion equalisers.

3The range of —8 db. to -36 db, quoted in Part I has 
since been extended.



(e) Filter insertion loss at the approximate mid
band frequency of all channel filters.

(f) Carrier leak.
(g) Harmonic production in line amplifiers.
(h) Carrier level at the output of the carrier 

frequency generators.
For intermediate af!iplifier stations it is considered 

to be necessary to measure only :—-
(a) Output level of line amplifiers.
(b) Gain of line amplifiers as measured at a single 

frequency.
(c) Harmonic production of line amplifiers.
When audio frequency transmission equipment is 

concerned it is standard practice in repeater stations 
to accommodate all testing equipment at a central 

point and to make 
the inputs and out
puts of most forms 
of equipment avail
able at the centra
lised repeater test 
rack (R.T.R.). 
However, in the 
early days of multi
frequency carrier 
working it was 
considered undesir
able to run low level 
high frequency test 
trunks over con- . 
siderable distances 
in repeater stations, 
and arrangements 
were therefore made 
to have the testing 
apparatus in port
able form so that it 
might be connected 
to the apparatus 
under test by short 
patching leads only. 
In the earlier instal
lations the indi
vidual testsets were 
made up in the foi m 
of transportable

Fig. 6—Trollev-mounteo Test boxes, combinations
Unit. of test units being

set up as necessary; 
this arrangement suffered from obvious disadvant
ages, and an rndeavour was made to mount these 
boxes upon trolleys. Experience showed, however, 
that such trolleys were too cumbersome, and it was 
therefore decided that a special arrangement of 
trolley mounted test equipment should be designed.

The form of trolley mounted test unit now coming 
into general use is shown in Fig. 6 ; the item concerned 
is of the type designed for use at terminal stations. 
It consists essentially of the following items of 
equipment :—-

(a) Continuously variable audio frequency oscil
lator covering the frequency range 0 to 
4,000 c/s.

(b) Carrier frequency oscillator generating 24 fixed 
frequencies each corresponding to the 1,300 c/s 
sideband frequency which would be transmitted 
to line •in a system designed for 24-channel 
working.

(c) Level measuring set suitable for measuring the 
level of signals in the frequency range 50 c/s to 
120 kc/s.

(d) Amplifier distortion measuring set.
(e) Jack field.
It will be observed that no valve test sets are 

provided. Experience with earlier types of carrier 
equipment has shown that with amplifiers having a 
large degree of negative feedback tests of the static 
and dynamic characteristics of the valves employed 
do not offer a satisfactory indication of the termination 
of useful life ; some schools of thought have it that it 
is preferable to test a valve as an integral part of the 
amplifier in which it is employed. As a valve should 
be rejected only if it causes circuit interference it has 
been considered necessary only to measure the 
distortion characteristic (overload point) of amplifiers. 
The distortion test set consists essentially of a pair of 
filters, one to select the fundamental frequency to be 
applied to the amplifier under test and the other to 
select the third harmonic produced by the amplifier ; 
comparison of fundamental and harmonic can be 
made with the aid of the level measuring set.

For intermediate stations a somewhat simpler form 
of trolley wild be used, the items of test equipment 
employed being a level measuring set, single frequency 
oscillator and amplifier distortion measuring set.

Performance.
The following details of performance are those of a 

typical. terminal equipment, and tests on other 
installations indicate that the figures are representa
tive. The tests were made on a single terminal 
equipment, the " go " and " return " circuits being 
looped by an artificial line having zero distortion and 
by an amplifier of the type used m association with 
12-circuit apparatus of this type. Each of the 12 
unidirectional channels so set up were adjusted to 
have a gain of 8 db. as measured at 800 c/s, i.e. the 
circuit conditions were those applicable to a zero loss 
2-wirc to 2-wire circuit. The curves shown in respect 
of audio to sideband response and audio to audio 
response are envelopes, all of the 12 channels of the 
group having a performance lying between the 
envelope lines.

Fig 7 indicates the audio to sideband response

Fig. 7 .—Aumo/SjDEBAND Response Characteristics.
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characteristic for the group of channels, the audio 
signal being applied at the modulator input terminals 
and the corresponding carrier power being measured
at the output of the transmitting line amplifier. The 
relevant specification limits are also indicated in the

Fig. 8.—Audio/Audio Response Characteristics.

audio channel response measurements being made at 
the modulator input terminals and at the output of 
the channel amplifier. For both of Figs. 7 and 8 the 
response characteristic is shown in terms of losses and 
gains relative to the loss at 800 c/s. Here again the 
specification limits are shown.

(These characteristics are, of course, dependent 
upon the setting of the low frequency equaliser in the 
channel amplifier circuit ; in this particular test all of 
•the channels were slightly over equalised at the low 
frequency end.)

A typical channel limiting characteristic is shown 
in Fig. 9. The test conditions were as indicated above 
and Fig. 9 is drawn to show the relationship between 
level at the input terminals and level at the output of 
the transmitting line amplifier. The tests were 
carried out using a test signal of 800 c/s. The 
measured output levels were corrected for a previously 
measured value of carrier leak.

Measurements of noise existing at the output of the 
channel amplifiers in the absence of artificial inter
ference indicated that, as measured at a point of 
+ 4 db. relative test level, the weighted psophometric 
potential difference did not exceed 0^5 m V. With 
disturbance of the type detailed in the first part of 

this article the total noise on any channel did not 
exceed 1 mV, and on the majority of channels was 
less than 0^5 mV.

The total carrier leak as measured at the output 
of the transmitting line amplifier was found to be 
lower than 17 db. below relative test level at that

Fig. 9.—Typical Channel Limiting C^racteristic.

Measurements of impedance at the 4-wire test 
points and at the input and output of the group 
modulating equipment showed return losses in excess 
of 20 db. with respect to the nominal impedances at 
these points.

Conclusion.
An endeavour has been made to sketch briefly the 

major features of the latest type of 12-circuit carrier 
equipment which is now being brought into general 
use ; it is recognised that the description is incomplete 
—-it could not be otherwise in view of the limited 
space available—-but it is hoped that some indication 
has been given of the trend of present development in 
this sphere. Development has aimed at a universal 
12-channel group end suitable for association with 
equipment for pair or coaxial cables and with ultra
short wave radio links ; in addition complete flexibility 
of interconnection has been sought, together with 
means for ensuring absence of carrier asynchronism, 
however complex the line network connecting the 
terminals of a 12-circuit carrier group.

Acknowledgments are due to Messrs. S. T. & C., 
Ltd., for the supply of photographs used in this 
article.
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New Tools for Identifying 
Wires in Cable Joints

U.D.C. 621.315.23 : 621.317.7 621.315.687.I
N. F. SEPHTON, m.i.e.e.• and
A. J. JACKMAN, b.sc., a.c.g.i.

Two new tools are described which facilitate the rapid identification of a cable pair at an opened cable joint. A voice 
frequency E.M.F. is applied to the pair concerned and the test made using a probe, which is inserted into the wires, connected 
to a head set. One of the methods depends on the electromagnetic and the other on the electrostatic effect of the current 

in the required pair.

Introduction.

IT is frequently necessary to find a specified pair 
of wires at a cable joint for purposes of intercepting 
or diverting the circuit. Standard methods all 
involve pricking through the insulation of wires with 

a sharp-pointed probe until the wire sought gives an 
audible or visual indication in the detecting apparatus. 
These methods must, of necessity, be very slow, 
particularly when the cable is large, say, 800 to 1,400 
pairs, a nd a certain amount of damage to the paper 
insulation of the joint is unavoidable. A considerable 
amount of work of this nature has been caused by 
war-time needs and has led to the investigation of 
new methods of tracing wires. Two methods will be 
described, both of which avoid testing a considerable 
number of wires individually, and are, therefore, much 
quicker than older methods, and which also avoid 
damage to the paper insulation. The first method 
makes use of the magnetic field surrounding a wire 
carrying alternating current, and the second method 
makes use of the electric field around the wire. The 
tool used in the first method has been, conveniently, 
named the Swiffer, the name embodying the initials 
of its designers, Messrs. Sephton and Whittaker, and 
suggesting swifter work than hitherto possible. The 
tool used in the second method has been called the 
Capacitance Probe ; its P.O. description will be Tester 
S.A. !)003. Both methods make use of the Tester 
!\o. 92 as a portable buzzer (of predominant frequency 
400-500 c/s) because this instrument is available in 
quantity and will meet main requirements.

General Description of the " Suffer”
The swiffer is in principle similar to the clip-on 

ammeter often used to measure current in A.C. bus
bars and transmission lines. It embodies a winding 
of a suitable number of turns of insulated wire carried 
on an iron core, an extension of which can be closed 
around a bunch of cable conductors. If alternating 
current is flowing in one or more wires—the return 
circuit for the current being outside the iron core—an 
alternating magnetic flux will be set up in the .core 
and will result in an E.M.F. in the winding on it. 
The energised conductor acts as the primary of a 
transformer and the winding on the iron core forms 
the secondary. For use with a frequency within the 
normal audible range the core must be laminated and, 
for use without an amplifier, of one of the alloys of 
high initial permeability, e.g. mumetal or permalloy, 
etc. Considerable experimental work was involved 
in preparing suitably shaped stampings of different 
alloys and in heat-treating them to remove the 
effects of cutting, etc. Swiffers of different designs 

were made as experience in their use was acquired, 
including models with a trigger action for snapping 
the laminated core tightly around the cable con
ductors. Finally, however, a tong-shaped spring open 
model was produced as shown in Fig. 1. This design

Fig. 1.—The "' Swiffer."

satisfied the requirements of the tool and was at the 
same time simple and relatively easy to construct. 
Care is needed in the construction to make sure that 
the air gap will be closed on both the pole faces, and 
a condenser mounted on the handle helps to this 
end by preventing too great pressure acting on the 
tongs and causing the forward gap to remain open.1 
The best winding for the coil was chosen by experi
ment and depends on the iron circuit and also on 
whether the instrument is used with an amplifier or 
a pair of phones direct. Several swiffer models arc 
fitted with coils to match Phones SA, the most suit
able phones readily available.

Method of Use of the Suffer.
The buzzer unit of Tester No. !J2, which is used as a 

tone generator only, is connected between the bunched 
wires of a pair or quad and earth at the exchange, 
repeater station, or other place where the identity of 
the circuit is known. At the point where the pairs 
have to be identified the swifter, connected either 
directly or through an amplifier to a pair of phones, is 
used by the jointer. The tool, with its jaws open, is 
placed alongside the cable joint (the lead sleeve 
having been removed) and, if the buzzer has been

1The condenser is not essential but its inclusion was found 
to improve the sensitivity of the device.
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correctly connected, a faint sound is heard in the 
phones. The tool is now passed slowly around the 
periphery of the joint until the buzz received is at its 
loudest. A bunch of pairs is passed into the jaws of 
the tool and these are closed. If the wanted pair is 
in this bunch the received signal increases to a loud 
note, but if the y.,rantcd piir is not included it decreases 

and may be quite inaudible. A few trials will discover 
a bunch of conductors containing the required pair 
and further subdivision of the bunch will soon reveal 
it. The preliminary search facility is of very great 
value since it enables the jointer to assure himself that 
conditions at the sending end have been set up 
properly.

The swifter is actuated (electrically) by the magnetic 
field set up by the current from the buzzer, and since 
normally the far end of the wanted pair must be 
regarded as inaccessible and unidentified, the current 
can only flow by way of the capacitance between the 
bunched pair and earth beyond the point of search. 
'fhe swifter can be used to find wires at a cable end 
only if the ends of all the wires are first bunched 
together by bare wire and then earthed ; and at any 
intermediate joint the loudness of the signal will be 
influenced by the length of cable between the joint 
and the end remote from the source of alternating 
current. If this length is sufficient, say, more thari 
half a mile, the swifter can be used without an 
amplifier, but the preliminary search tone is very 
faint. Using an amplifier the swifter can be used with 
only a short length of cable, say, 30 yds. beyond the 
point of search.

The amplifier used in the trials \.Yas a simple one- 
stage unit using a pentode valve and an output 
transformer. The valve is operated from dry batteries 
both for L.T. and H.T. The large and robust box 
sho\vn not only houses the amplifier and its batteries 
but also provides space for the swiffer and its lead 
and the phones so that the test set is complete. The 
amplifier needs no adjustable controls and the 
filament current is auton1atically switched off when 
the lid of the box is closed. In the model used 
extensively at Nottingham the valve was a Mazda 
Pen 220 pcntode (V.T. 136) with an output trans
former 67A : two dry cells were used to give 2 V 
supply to the filament and two 40 V dry batteries 
to give 80 V to the anode. The circuit was very 
similar to that shown in Fig. 2 \^rhich could he u:-;ed 
as an alternative and will be suitable for either the 
swifter or the probe.

General Description of the Capacitance Probe (1'ester 
S.A. 9003).

The cable conductors attached to the Tester No. 92, 
used only as a tone source, will have not only a 
magnetic field around them but also an electric field 
due to the potential of the wires to earth, and moreover, 
this electric field will persist all along the length of 
the conductors, down to the (open-circuited) end, 

whereas the magnetic field decreases to zero. 'fhe 
probe tester is simply a device for detecting a con
ductor by reason of its electric field. The probe itself 
consists of a small metal strip held in an insulated 
support, and communicating through an insulated 
lead, with the detector. \Vhen it is close to the energised 
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conductors the strip picks up the potential due to the 
electric field, and thus operates the detector.

The device is found to work quite well with the 
Tester No. 92 connected between the two wires of the 
\vanted pair and not connected to earth. This is an 
advantage because there is less risk of interference 
with othCr circuits than when one side of the buzzer 
is earthed. The two wires of the pair, having equal 
capacitances to earth, will take up equal voltages to 
earth and will set up an electric field at all neighbour
ing points except those in the plane which perpendicu
larly bisects the line joining the conductors. By 
making the probe about l in. long and ! in. wide it 
has been found that no errors result from the existence 
of this locality of zero field, since, in searching for 
the pair the probe is never wholly in this zero plane 
for any noticeable interval.

It is possible to get an audible signal by connecting 
the probe to the primary winding of a high impedance 
step-down transformer and connecting the secondary 
winding to a high impedance pair of phones. The 
transformer, in these models, was included in the 
handle. ,.fhe apparatus was thus reduced to the 
minimum possible size and was very robust, but the 
received signal was fa.int, and listening for it imposed 
a strain on the operator, and in this form the tool 
would hardly be acceptable without increasing the 
voltage of the source of alternating current, which is 
undesirable. A much more efficient arrangement is 
obtained by connecting the probe to the grid of a 
valve, to the anode of which the phones are connected 
either directly or through a matching transformer. 
This arrangement provides a good impedance match 
between the probe and the phones, and in addition 
gives some useful amplification. Two models were 
built with valves included in the handle and batteries 
only in a box, this being the most efficient electrical 
system possible, but for greater robustness, and to 
make use of valves more readily obtainable in war
time, it is preferred to put the amplifier in a box with 
its batteries.

1\lmost any valve of low power consumption would 
do, and the most readily available is V.T. 188, a 
screened pentode. The circuit diagram of the am- 
pliher is given in Fig. 2, and it will be seen that it is 
operated from a single dry battery for the filament 
and two 40 V blocks (batteries No. 2) for the H.T. 
The valve is, therefore, underrun because it is designed 
for 2 V L.T. and 150 V H.T., and its life should be 
reasonably long.

The transfonner 67A is a Rate Book item and has
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been adopted for greatest convenience. The amplifier 
in an experimental set is shown in Fig. 3.

The box has been made big enough to carry all the 
components and in future models the amplifier will 
be made to give still easier access. No switches or 
controls are necessary, the battery circuits being 
closed when the probe and telephone jacks are 
plugged in.

Ftc. 3.—Amplifier Used in Experimental Set, 
and Capacitance Probes.

A cal>lc iii the exchange distribution network will 
have many wires in it at a negative potential to earth, 
due to connection to the exchange battery. These 
wires will be surrounded by a negative electric field, 
which will act on the probe when it is near enough 
and might be expected to shut down the amplifier. 
The grid leak is sufficient, however, to prevent this 
effect. The short probe shown in the handle in the 
illustration is screened except at the tip, so that it will 
only give maximum pick-up when the tip is directly 
adjacent to the wanted pair of wires. The illustration 
shows also a long unscreened probe which can be 
plugged into the handle. This tool is of value in 
searching for a pair in a large joint. The long probe 
ran be slid at random into the large bundle of 
conductors, and will indicate that part of the joint in 
which the wanted pair will be found. Alternatively, 
the search might be made systematically, because if 
the " ballooned " joint is divided into halves the 
probe will indicate which half contains the required 
pair, and this half can then be subdivided until only 

a small number of pairs remains for individual testing. 
If the joint is tight the final search is best done with 
the short shielded probe, but if the joint is loose the 
operator will probably finish the job with the long 
probe. One model has a switch.which can make the 
same tool function either as a Jong unshielded probe 
or as a short shielded probe, and experiments have 
been carried out at Nottingham using a single probe 
fitted with a sliding screen.

Method of Use of the Probe.
The method to be adopted for tracing a cable pair 

should need little further description. As stated, the 
Tester No. 92 is connected across the ends of the pair 
which is required to be indentified at a distant joint. 
At this point the test set earth terminal is connected 
to the cable sheath and the probe and phones plugged 
in. The probe should be held so that its end is roughly 
parallel to^ the conductors. Passing the probe all 
round the joint, keeping its end parallel to the 
conductors, will indicate an area in which the note 
received is loudest, and further search in successively 
smaller bundles of pairs will soon indicate the pair 
required. Alternatively, in dealing with a very loose 
array of wires, for example, a pieced-out multiple 
joint, the conductors may be divided into two or 
three bunches initially and the probe placed against 
each bunch in turn. The bunch which gives the 
loudest tone is subdivided until the pair is found. It 
is unnecessary, and, in fact, undesirable to make 
contact with the bared conductor at any stage of the 
test. In production models the probes will be 
covered with thin insulating material in order to 
avoid accidental contact with bare wires or with the 
cable sheath. A and B wires can be identified, if 
necessary, by applying the buzzer between wire and 
earth for a few seconds, when the pair has been found.

Comparison of the Two Tools.
The swiffer has been in extensive use in the 

Nottingham Area for about two years and has also 
been used elsewhere, and has been greatly appreciated. 
The probe has not yet had extensive field trials, but 
comparative field trials of the probe and the swiffer 
have been carried out at Nottingham. These trials 
confirmed that both tools can be used to find wires in 
a few minutes, even in the largest array of a multiple 
joint, but that the probe has the following advantages 
over the swifter :—

(a) Since the Tester No. 92 can be connected 
across a pair in a balanced manner instead of having 
to have one terminal earthed, the risk of inter
ference with working circuits is reduced.

(b) It is much more suitable for use at a cable 
end since it does not require all the wires to be in • 

contact and earthed at this point.
(c) It is easier to produce.

In view of these advantages it was decided to 
introduce the probe device extensively without delay.

Future Development.
A major consideration throughout has been the 

necessity for using components of a standard type, or 
items which are easily obtainable in quantity, and 
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therefore Rate Book ite'ms have been used wherever 
possible. Tester No. 92 is used as the source of the 
signal because it already exists for the purpose. 
Evidence as to whether it will cause serious inter
ference with working circuits is not complete. Few 
complaints have been received in Nottingham, even 
though the tester was used with one terminal earthed, 
but it is claimed elsewhere that it does cause some 
interference. There is ample sensitivity in the 
amplifier and it will probably be possible to shunt 
down the output of the tester if it is found to cause 

interference, but with the balanced tone no inter
ference is anticipated.

For present needs the Tester Ko. 92 appears 
adequate, although many better tone generators can 
be suggested.

It is probable that some of these may be in
vestigated after the war, and at that time the very 
obvious and convenient arrangement of switching 
the jointer's telephone to work with the head
phones or with a small loudspeaker may merit 
consideration.

Cast Joints in Duct Lines
Shortly before the war trials were made of a new 

method of casting joints in earthenware and asbestos 
cement duct lines. It has not been possible to complete 
the experimental work under current conditions, but a 
brief description of the method will give some idea of 
its possibilities.

While the trench excavation for, say, a line of 
self-aligning earthenware ducts is in progress, the pipe 
layer and his assistant place around the inner edge of 
the socket of each duct a small ring of clay or putty 
to prevent the bitumen, when poured, from escaping 
from the joint into the barrel of the duct. They also 
place a papier mache collar about 4 in. long over the 
socket end of each pipe to hold the liquid bitumen 
aroiuid the joint until it sets.

The collar, where it fits round the socket, is slightly 
corrugated to .allow the air to escape as the bitumen 
is poured in, and a pouring aperture (uncut) is 
provided in the collar at the socket end. The end of 
the collar remote from the socket has a cylindrical 
hole through which the spigot end of the 'succeeding 
pipe passes.

As soon as the trench is ready the pipe layer places 
the first pipe in position with the socket end towards 
him, keeping the filling hole in the papier mache 
collar on top, and inserts the spigot end of. the next 
pipe into the collar on the pipe already laid, the 
second pipe being turned slightly with a screw action 
to facilitate entry into the collar. \Vhcn through, the 
pipe should be pushed straight horne, keeping the 
filling hole on top.

The uncut filling aperture on each collar is opened 

by pushing the thumb tbrougb and pulling off the 
small piece of papier mache. Each successive joint is 
then filled with a bitumen compound which is 
allowed to set for about 15 mins. before the trench 
filling commences or a pressure test applied. In 
practice it is found that although the collar can be 
completely filled at une operation, sliglil shrinkage of 
the bitumen takes place during casting, necessitating 
the topping up of each joint, while the first filling is 
still in a fairly liquid state.

When applying the process to asbestos-cement 
ducts -the hot compound is prevented from running 
into the bores by using a papicr inflche washer under 
the collar of the sanie material, the washer being 
fitted with flanges to cover the butt joint of the ducts 
both inside and outside. Such joints, after cooling for 
I} hrs., were found capable of standing 60 to 80 lb./sq. 
in. when cut out and tested under water pressure.

Although tests made up to the outbreak of war 
were limited to single-way duct joints, some progress 
had been made with papicr maché collars for multiway 
ducts. So far as earthenware ducts of standard P.O. 
type are concerned the casting of the joints in situ 
would enable the present Stanford lining to bt 
dispensed with, so cheapening the cost of manufacture 
and eliminating the wastage caused by damage to 
these linings in transit. With asbcstos-ceinent ducts 
economic advantage is also expected to be obtained. 
It is important to note that the poured bitumen joint 
can be made in all weathers, and that trench filling 
can proceed within 15 mins. of the filling of the joint.

J.JE.
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A Simple Introduction to the Use of Statistics 
in Telecommunications Engineering J. F. DOUST and
U.D.C. 519.2 : 621.39 H. J. JOSEPHS, F.s.s., A.M.1.E.E.

Part IV.-Correlation and Regression

This article discusses in a simple manner the analysis of bivariate distributions and shows how to test the signi6cance of 
correlation coefficients obtained from small samples.

Introductio11.

THE first three articles of this series have dealt with the frequency distribution of a single variable and have sho\vn how closely the properties of a parent population can be estimated by taking samples of various sizes. This final article deals \\1.th problems involving two related variables which are both subject to chance variations. These bivariate distributions, as they are called, are subject to sampling variations, and tests of stability and significance must be applied before the relation between the variables can be estimated. The sa1npling fluctuations may be such that it is not possible to decide by mere inspection whether the variables are related or not. It is then necessarv to calculate the coefficient of correlation between the variables and test it for significance. Simple methods of carryirig out these tPsts are illustrated by examples.
Logarithmic-Probability Paper.In applying arithmetic-probability paper to certain sets of observations it may be found that the points do not fall upon straight lines, but in smooth curves; consequently the simple properties of the straight line normal probability law do not apply. Attempts were made, therefore, .to modify the paper by changing the linear or arithmetic scale in such a way that these special cases would plot as straight lines.In statistical theory the logarithmic transformation is of unique importance : it is shown in Appendix l that even if the variate x does not follow the bellshaped normal law but is extremely skew, its logarithms will be found to follow an approximate normal law. Thus the scheme which proved most successful was to use a logarithmic scale in place of the arithmetic one. Graph paper having a logarithmic scale of ordinates and a probability scale of abscissre is known as logarithmic-probability paper. It is found that points which fall in curves on arithmetic-probability paper will generally fall in approximate straight lines when plotted on logarithmic-probability paper.The method of plotting data on logarithmic- probability paper is the same as that used for plotting on arithmetic-probability paper and is described in the first articlc1 of this series. It has been shown that the slope of a straight line on arithmeticprobability paper is determined by the spread or dispersion of the data ; the slope of a straight line on logarithmic-probability paper, however, is determined not only by the dispersion of the data but also by its skewness and lack of symmetry relative to the bell-shaped normal probability curve.

'P.O.E.E.j., Vol. 34, p. 36.

Bivariate Distributions.In many practical applications of lvgarithmic- probability paper two distinct variables, each of which is subject to sampling fluctuations, are concerned.It is shown in Appendix 2 that by fitting a simple algebraic equation to a straight line on logarithmic- probability paper one' variable, measured on the probability scale, can be expressed in terms of the other variable, measured on the logarithmic scale. This gcncr;i.l expression, which is given by equation (A) in Appendix 2, has several shortcomings fron1 an engineer's point of view. It is a relatively simple matter to fit straight lines to observations plotted on logarithmic-probability paper, but this gives no . direct information about the stability of the relationship between the variables or the magnitude of the sampling fluctuations, and has no practical value 
until the stability of the relationship between the two variables has been established. If, however, it can be shown by probability tests that the variables are correlated and that the plotted data are statistically stable, then the slope of the straight lines on logarithmic-probability paper can be used to form a valuable statistical index for the . forecasting of future trends.
The Coefficient of Correlation.There are many instances in which an increase in one variable is accompanied by an increase in another. In other words, large values of one variable tend to be associated with large values of a second, whereas small values of the first tend to be associated with small va1ues of the second, without the existence of a strict mathen1atical relationship between the two. The variables are then said to be corrClated. ()f course an increase in one variable may be accompanied by a decrease in the other, that is, large values of each variable may tend to be associated with small values of the other. This situation is called inverse or negative correlation.

The meaning of the above statements 1nay be easily illustrated. Suppose the height x and weight y of a random sample of N people are measured. Now suppose the tallest person is also the heaviest, the second tallest the second heaviest, and so on ; there would be complete positive correlation between the variables x and y. If, on the other hand, the sample \Vas so peculiar that the tallest person was also the lightest, the second tallest the second lightest, and so on, then there would be complete negative correlation between the variables x and y.The most widelv used measure of corrrlation for N pairs of values of the variables x and y is called 
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the coefficient of correlation r and is defined by the 
equation

r = 3 (x-x) <y~y ................................ (1)
N Uy; a" ' '

In. this equation x and y are the means of] the 
variables and a:s: and ay represent their standard 
deviations. Since the various values of the variables 
will always be considered in pairs, an x and a y, 
there will always be the same number N of x's 
and ys.

If there is complete positive correlation between 
x and y, the coefficient of correlation r has unity 
value ; if there is complete negative correlation it 
has the value of — 1. Complete correlation is, 
however, very rare ; most practical cases give 
incomplete correlation with value of r between + 1 
and -l. If there is no correlation at all between 
the variables, r is zero.

For dealing with small samples equation (I) may 
be transformed into the form

r = ::SN- - (-y)

U:s: O'v
which is a more convenient form for dealing 
small samples.

..(2) 
with

Test for Significance of Correlation Coefficient.
The value of a correlation coefficient will very 

rarely be found to be unity or zero. It is therefore 
necessary to apply a test to decide whether the 
correlation coefficient differs significantly from zero 
or, in other words, whether correlation actually 
exists. It must always be remembered that cor
relation coefficients, like other statistics, are subject 
to fluctuations of sampling. It will be recalled 
that in the second article of this series,2 it was shown 
that since the frequency distribution of a statistic 
follows a normal law, the determination of its 
standard deviation (or " standard error" as it is 
called when referring to a statistic) makes it possible 
to form an estimate of the confidence that can be 
placed in the observed value. It can be shown^ 
that, when N is large, i.e., if N>50, a (r), the 
standard error of r, takes the form

l-r2 .• (] (r) = —y=r .............................................(3)
If r > 2 a (r) the correlation coefficient is regarded 
as differing significantly from zero.

If, however, N is less than 50, equation (3) should 
not be used to calculate a (r) ; the significance of a 
correlation coefficient could then be assessed by the 
t method described in the second article. This 
method involves the calculation of t, where

VN—t —= r ~ ..... .... ......
^l —f2 (4)

The simplest way is to use Table 1, which has been 
prepared' to enable the significance of correlation

■P.O.E.E.f., Vol. 34, p. 79.
3R. A. Fisher. Statistical Methods for Research Workers. 

Oliver and Boyd. 1936.
'Statistical Tables for Biological, Agricultural and Medical 

Research. Fisher and Yates. Oliver and Boyd. 1938. 

coefficients obtained from small samples to be 
determined by mere inspection.

Table 1.

N
I

r I N r

3 0^997 16 0^497
4 0^950 17 0^482
5 0^878 18 0^468
6 0^811 ' 19. 0^456
7 0^755 20 0444
8 0^707 21 0433
g 0^666 22 0423

10 0^632 27 0^381
11 0^602 32 0^349
12 0^576 37 0^325
13 0^553 42 0^304
14 0^532 47 0^288
15 0^514 52 0^273

Table I is used by noting that if a calculated value 
of r is as big or bigger than the value given in the 
table for the appropriate value of N, then the 
correlation differs significantly from zero ; in other 
words, it indicates a real degree of correlation between 
the two variablos.

Testing the Significance of Correlated Data.
As an example of the application of equation (2) 

to a small sample, consider the test results shown 
in Table 2.

TABLE 2
Breaking Lt^d of Telegraph Paper

No. of Test
Specuneu .. l .. 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10

Breaking Load 
50 per cent. 
R.H. . . 16-5 105 15 1 11-1 13^2 11-8 10-8 14 9 11-5 129

Breaking Load 
70 per cent 

iP.H. • • 9^0 140 13^8 10^5 12^1 115 97 127 10^9 11-8

These figures refer to the breaking loads in lbs. of 
10 long strips of parchmentised Wheatstone telegraph 
paper cut from the same roll. Two breaking loads 
were obtained from each specimen. In the first 
test a specimen was broken in a test atmosphere of 
50 per cent. relative humidity (R.H.) and the 
remainder of the specimen was broken in a test 
atmosphere of 70 per cent. R.H. Can it be inferred 
from these results that the breaking strength of 
Wheatstone telegraph paper is correlated with 
humidity?

To answer this question tha coefficient of corre
lation r must be calculated and then its significance 
tested. From the viewpoint of equation (2) it can 
be seen that N=10 and that the x values are given 
by the figures in the first row and the corresponding 
y values are given in the second row. By straight
forward arithmetic it is found that

::Sx = 128^3 :. X = 12-83
::Sy = 116al :. y = 1b60

::S (xy) = 1487, X y = 148-8.
Also,
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aT = l 460 and ar = l -555
Thus

148-7 - 148-8
1460 X 1455 0.033

In the example considered the significance of r 
can be determined easily by reference to Table 1. 
Entering the table at N=10 it can be seen that r 
must be at least equal to 0432 before it can be 
regarded as significantly different from zero. Since 
r is only 0433 .it can be seen that the sample is far 
too small to enable the correlation between the
strength and humidity to be stated. The figures 
recorded in Table 2 may be mere sampling fluctua
tions and indicate no real trend at all. To get a 
significant value of r it will be necessary to continue 
the testing of specimens until Table 2 or equation (3) 
can be used to demonstrate that r is now greater 
than twice its standard error.

Suppose now that in the testing ol the Wheatstone 
telegraph paper 100 specimens had been broken 
and that the coefficient of correlation was found to 
be —043. In order to test the significance of this 
correlation put N = 100 and r= -043 in equation (3) 
and calculate cr(r). Thus

"(r)= L-lO039 = 00891

Since 043 is more than three times its standard error 
0489, it follows that r is significant, and consequently 
there exists a real correlation between strength and 
humidity in the population tested.
Regression Lines.

At this stage it may be helpful to consider for a 
moment the way bivariate distributions arise in 
communications engineering. Suppose that 50 load
ing coils are measured for permeability x, and eddy 
current loss y. These measurements provide 50 
paired numbers (x., y.) which may be plotted as 
points in a plane. The resulting' collection of points 
is called a " scatter " or " dot " diagram, an example 
of which is shown in Fig. 1.

REGRESSION LINE 
OF X ON Y

x

REGRESSION LINE 
OF Y ON X

Fig. 1.—Example of a " Scatter" or ‘‘ Dor" Diagram. 

There is often a tendency for values of x to conform 
in some way to the corresponding values of y; any

such tendency to\vards a functional relationship, 
although obscured by random fluctuations, will 
manifest itself in the scatter diagram by the greater 
density of dots along a certain line. 'fhis line is not 
sharply defined, but its estimation is important to 
engineers, for it is a smudged image of a line which 
may be fine and clear cut in the parent population 
of which the observations are only a random sample. 
'fhis latent curve or mathematical relationship 
y=F(x) is called a " regression," the regression of 
yon x; likewise, the inverse form x=F(y) is called 
the regression of x on y.

Owing to errors of random sampling, the observed 
regression lines which arise are usually irregular, but 
it is usually possible to " fit " straight lines to them 
and to show mathematically that the observed 
regression lines do not depart significantly from the 
fitted regression lines. It can be shown that these 
straight lines can be represented by the simple 
equations

(y-y) = r'7! (x-x) .................................. (5)

(x---x) = ra-, (y-y-) .................................(6)
<Ty

where the letters have the same meaning as before. 
Equation (5) is the regression straight line of y on x 
and equation (6) is the regression straight line of 
x on y. As before, r is the coefficient of correlation 

. between the variables x and y.
If r=l, the two regression equations are identical, 

and the regression straight lines coincide. If r=0, 
the two lines are horizontal and vertical respectively 
and cross at right-angles. The lines cross for any 
intermediate value of r, so that the larger the value 
of r, the smaller is the acute angle between them. 
The two lines always cross at the point x, y on the 

■graph, i.e., the. point indicating where the means of 
x and y lie. The angles these lines make to the 
horizontal and vertical axes respectively are measured 
by the expressions

r-' and r— 
Ox Oy

and these are called the coefficients of regression.
'fhese equations can be used in practice to express 

one variable in terms of the other. The variables 
considered may be, for example, the power factor 
of electrolytic condensers and temperature, or the 
mutual conductance and anode -current under given 
conditions in thermionic valves, or any other pair 
of correlated variables which arise in telecommunica
tions engineering. In all these examples it is 
necessary to calculate the means X and Y and their 
standard deviations ax and ov. 'fhen the coefficient 
of correlation r can be calculated, and if this differs 
significantly from zero, equations (5) and (6) can be 
used. As an example, suppose that in an electrical 
investigation a large number of paired values of two 
variables x and y were measured and it was found 
that

X = - 0-21, y = 041,
"• = 1-818, <Ty = 2-181,

and r=0466 was found to be more than twice its 
standard error (i.e. significantly different from zero),
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then, substituting these values in equations (5) and 
(6), there results,

y- 0-81 = 0^7990 (x + 0-21) 
and

x + 0^21 = 0^5551 (y - 0-81) 
which can be put into the forin

y = 0^7990x + 0^9778 
and

x = 0^5551y - 0^6596.
This simple example shows that it is only a matter 
of straightforward arithmetic to estimate one variable 
in terms of the other and to plot the regression lines 
across the scatter diagram.
A Force-Displacement Characteristic.

As an example of the application of these principles 
consider the problem of the determination of the 
force-displacement characteristic of carb9n granules. 
A knowledge of this characteristic is of importance 
since the most fundamental step towards the under
standing of the physics of microphones is the solution 
of the problem of the " loose contact " when in its 
sensitive or microphonic state. Measurements have 
been made of the force-displacement characteristic 
of carbon granules pressed against a polished carbon 
plate : Table 3 contains five determinations of force 
(in dynes) and displacement (in cm X 10—7) made by 
F. S. Goucher.5

Table 3

Force (Dynes) F | 0-6 2-0 3'0 6-8 9-8

Displacement 
(cm x 10-1) d 9 14-5 19^5 32^ l

It is shown in Appendix 2 that if these data are 
plotted on logarithmic-probability paper a straight 
line is obtained. It is also shown that it is a simple 
matter to fit an algebraic equation to this straight 
line from which the complete force-displacement 
characteristic may be plotted. It has been pointed 
out, however, that this expression (which is given by 
equation (B) in Appendix 2) is merely a graduation 
formula and has no practical value unless the stability 
of the relationship between the two variables, force F 
and displacement D, has been established. To test 
this stability it is necessary to calculate the co
efficient of correlation r ' between the force and 
displacement and then test its significance. From 
the viewpoint of equation (2) it can be seen that N 
is only 5 and that the x values arc given by the force 
figures and the corresponding y values by the dis
placement figures. By simple arithmetic it is found 
that

lx = 22-2 :. x = 444
ly — 10b9 :, y = 20^38

l(xy) = 589 42, and xy = 90^487 
Also

a"= 3^378 and cr = 8^287
Thus

117.94-90487 n^9sU7
3^378 X 8^287

5B.S.T.j., Val. 13, pp. 163-194.
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The significance of r can be determined easily by 
reference to Table I. Entering the table at N=5 
it can be seen that r must be at least equal to 0^878 
before it can be regarded as significantly different 
from zero. Since r is greater than 0^878 it follows 
that the sample, although small, is stable ; and that 
the two regression lines calculated from equations (5) 
and (6) will almost coincide in the scatter diagram. 
This shows that equation (B) in Appendix 2 is now 
more than a mere graduation formula and may be 
used to calculate the force-displacement character
istic outside the range of the original measurements 
given in Table 3.
The x' Test.

In addition to the methods already described for 
determining the probabilities associated with bivariate 
distributions, other powerful methods, dependent 
upon a statistic known as x2 (pronounced Ki squared), 
may be. used. The mathematical distribution of this 
statistic has been worked out by statisticians and 
they have prepared tables6 showing the probabilities 
that different values of x will be exceeded in random 
sampling. Use may be made of the x' tables for the 
determination of the probabilities associated with 
many different types of problem. It should be noted 
that the calculation of x is essentially the satne for 
each type.

If the entire range of a variable is divided into 
r classes and / is the observed frequency in a par
ticular class, and / the frequency which would be 
expected to fall in that class on some hypothesis, 
then x2 may be found by dividing the square of the 
difference between Jo and f. by f. and summing these 
quotients for all of the r classes into which the 
variable has been divided. Thus, in symbols,

—f I2 x' = 1 ................... .. (7)

When x has been calculated, consultation of tables 
will indicate the probability P of the calculated value 
being exceeded as a result of random sampling. If 
this probability is less than 0^05 (i.e. 19: I) then x' 
may be regarded as showing that the observed data 
depart significantly from the hypothesis which is 
being examined. Table 4 is an extract of a x2 
table for P=0^05.

Table 4

6Table.> far Statisticians, Part 1. Karl Pearson, 1930.

Il x' n x' n x'

I 3*84.1 II 19^675 21 32^671
2^ 5^991 12 21-026 22 33^924
3 7-815 13 22^362 23 35-172
4 9^488 14 23^685 24 36415
5 11^070 15 24^996 25 37^652
6 12^592 16 26^296 26 38^885
7 14-067 17 27-587 27 40413
8 . 15^507 18 28^869 28 41437
9 16^919 19 30^144 29 42^557

JO 18^307 20 31410 30 43-773



Before use can be made of the x2 tables, hov.'ever, 
it is necessary to know n, the number of degrees of 
freedom^ involved in the calculation of x'. The 
conception of " degrees of freedom " may appear 
strange to a beginner in statistical theory ; perhaps 
the idea can be made clear by the following example. 
Suppose that £!,OOO is to be shared amongst 100 
men in some manner. It is possible to share out 
thP- money in any arbitrary \vay to 99 of the men, 
but it is absolutely necessary to give the hundredth 
man what is left over. .i\ statistician would sav that 
there are "ninety-nine degrees of freedom" inVolvf'd 
in the splitting of the £!,OOO. Suppose that another 
condition is imposed, namely, that £100 must be 
shared amongst the oldest five men and £900 amongst 
the rest. There arc now only 98 degrees of freedom 
for doing this, since the last man in each group would 
have to have what was left over, since it is not 
possible to vary his share.

In many engineering applications of the x2 test 
the number of degrees of freedom is the number of 
classes into which an observed distribution has been 
divided, less the number of parameters in which a 
hypothetical distribution has been forced to agree 
with the observed distribution. As an example it 
will be recalled that in the third article' of this series 
an analysis was made of the occurrence of faults on a, 
particular type of relay contact used in automatic 
exchanges. It was shown that the observed number 
of contact faults followed a Poisson probability 
law. 'fable 5 contains data obtained from another 
type of relay contact operating under slightly different 
conditions. Is it safe to assume that the observed 
number of contact faults in 'fable 5 will again follow 
a Poisson law? In other words, it is required to 
examine the hypothesis that the observed frequency 
distribution of faults form a Poisson series. 

necessary to divide the range of the variable into 
groups. Inspection of Table 5 shows that 10 groups 
can be conveniently taken as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9 and over ; the last six frequencies being combined 
into one group because it is an empirical rule that a 
class having a theoretical frequency less than 5 
should never be used. The theoretical frequency 
for the last group is 7^28, this being the sum of the 
six frequencies classed together. 'fhe calculation of 
x2 from equation (7) involves only straightforward 
arithmetic ; details of the arithmetic are shown in 
Table .5. The sum of the fifth row is 3850, which •is 
the value of x2. To get the required probability 
Table 4 must be entered ; but before this is done it 
must be carefully noted that although 10 groups 
have been used to calculate x2, the number of 
degrees of freedom n is only 8, since both N and ni 
were fixed in the formation of the Poisson series. 
From Table 4 it is found that for eight degrees of 
freedom x2 is 15507. The calculated value is niuch 
greater than- this ; hence the theoretical Poisson 
series is a bad fit to the observed fault rlistribution. 
From more detailed tables6 it is found that for this 
value of x'. the probability P is less than 0501 : 
consequently it may be concludpd that the observed 
fault distribution certainly does not follow a Poissonw 
law.

If P is between OT and 0^9 tberc is no reason to 
suspect the hypothesis tested. If it is below 050 
it is strongly indicated that the hypothesis fails to 
account for the whole of the facts. There will be a 
verv small chance of error if values of P lower than 
050 be taken to indicate a real discrepancy. There 
is, however, a large chance of error if very large 
values of P (P>050) are obtained. This rather 
surprising result arises because a large value of P 
normally corresponds to a small value of x2^ that is

Table 5

Number of Con-' 
tact Faults per , 

Exchange per I
week . . . .I

1

1
01 I 2 3

1 I

4 ' 5 । 6
7 8 D

1 I
10 I 11 1 12 13 H

Observed fre- . 
quency f„ .. :

1
14 . 76 70

\
64 53 . 31 19 14 9 5 5 1 0

Hypothetical fre
quency (calcu
lated) 8^12 3141 HI 01 1 79'80 77’64 । 0043 ! 39 20 :\40

•

10 60 4-59 1-78 । 043 | 
1 1

040 0-06 0-02
fo — 11', .J

1
548 1 5-39 1449 1- 940

■1 —-

-13441 - 743 1-840 -24Q 340
12-72

u. -f. )'f. .. I 44G I 
I

042 3’41 1’20 2^40 I .0 Dlj l fu2 
. I

0'36 1’09
'

2243

To determine the hypothetical or expected fre
quencies fE on the assumption that the distribution 
of faults fo^s a Poisson series, calculate the mean m 
and make the number N agree with that observed. 
The mean is 3502 ; and since N, the total number 
of observations, is 398, it is, as was shown in the 
preceding article, a simple matter to calculate the 
Poisson frequencies recorded in the third row of 
Table 5. Before x' can be calculated it will he

'P.OE.E]-, Vol. 34, p. 130. ■ 

to say, a very close agreement between theory and 
fact. Now such agreements are rare ; almost as 
rare as great divergences ; very close agreement 
between theory and fact is too good to be true.

The x' test can also be applied to problems in 
telecommunication engineering in which the available 
data is qualitative or quantitative only in the sense 
that the number of cases falling into different classes 
is known. The analysis of these cases, however, is 
beyond the scope of these articles.
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Conclusion.
The above brief description of rnethods of dealing 

Y.'ith bivariate distributions completes a simple 
survey of statistical methods of dealing with some 
engineering problems. The shortcomings of such 
a treatment are^ obvious, but the object of these 
articles has been merely to interest those who have 
hitherto regarded statistical studies as falling sole!y 
within the province of the mathematician, and to 
show that such studies can often be made with 
profit by the engineer.

Although only the simplest methods have been 
discussed, a number of extremely useful rnath-ematical 
tools have been demonstrated. These tools are aJl 
in regular use at the P.O. Research Station, often 
by those who would not have the time or opportunity 
to search them out for themselves in mathematical 
papers and treatises and adapt them for their •own 
purposes. It is hoped that it will be possible later 
to give some account of new methods as they are 
developed and applied to particular prohlems.

Appendix 1.
The Logarithmic Transformation.

If the frequency curve of a certain variable be 
F(x), what will be the frequency curve of .a certain 
function of x, say f(x) ?

In this discussion F(x) is the normal probability 
expression (ay'2:n-) 1 exp (—x2/2a2) discussed in the 
first two articles of this series. It follows that 
F(x) dx is the probability that x falls in the interval 
between x-idx and x-,fdx. The probability that 
a new variable z after the transfonnation z=f(x) 
or </J(z)=x, falls in the interval z-!dz and z+!dz is 
therefore F[</J(z)] </J (z) dz=F(x) dx, which gives in 
symbolic form the equation of the transformed 
frequency curve. In this article f(x) is log X and 
the required expression for the logarithmic skew 
distribution is therefore

(uxy2-)-i exp LioX'} .

In the normal probability expression the standard 
deviation a (which may be regarded as a measure 
of dispersion of the observations) is defined as the 
square root o( the mean of the squares of the deviations 
of the separate observations from their average. If a 
straight line is obtained when the observations are 
plotted on arithmetic-probability paper, the value 
of a is given approximately by the difference between 
the values of x at the 84th percentile and the median, 
whereas if a straight line is obtained (from a skew 
distribution) on logarithmic-probability paper, a is 
the difference between the corresponding logarithms.

A mode is that value of a variable which is of the 

most frequent occurrence. To determine the modal 
value of the logarithmic distribution the first deriva
tive of the expression must be equated to zero and 
there results X =exp (--u2), which defines the peak 
of the frequency curve or the mode of the variable.

APPENDIX 2.
The Straight Line on Logarithmic-Probability Paper.

To obtain an expression for a straight line on 
logarithmic-probability paper begin 'vith the linear 
equation

y = mx -I- c
where x is now log X and tn and c arc constants 
which must satisfy boundary conditions imposed 
by the probability scale P. Since the origin has been 
fixed at 1/2 on the probability scale P, . it follows that 
y can be replaced by the function erf-12 (f-P),which 
is the equivalent area under the normal probability 
curve, which it will be recalled/ was used to construct 
the probability scale. Thus the linear equation may 
be written,

erf-12 (!-PJ = m log X + C
:. l-2P = erf (m log X + C)

:. P = ![I — crf (m log X+C)] .... (A)
Now C = y when x = 0
thus C = erf-1 (i - 2p) log x = o 

When P = t
then m = — C/[log X]e _,.,

As an example of the use of this equation consider 
the five determinations of force and displacement 
given in Table - 3. The only way to get a straight 
line from these data is to plot them on logarithmic- 
probability paper. The force is plotted on the 
logarithmic axis as (dynes/10) and the displacement 
is plotted on the probability percentage axis. It is 
necessary to determine the values of c and m to 
fit equation (A). Let F denote the force and D the 
displacement, then log X or log F is zero when F=l; 
continuing the straight line to cut the displacement 
axis at F = l and the force axis at P=0^5, there 
results P=O027 and F=450.

Thus -
c = erf-1 (i - 0^054) = i ^36 

and
F3B 

log 450m = 0^5126

Thus equation (A) can be written in the form,
D;= t[I - er! (1 ^36 -0^5126 log F)) .. .. (B) 

from which the force-displacement characteristic can 
readily be calculated.

'P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 3i. p. 36.
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Part Vla.-Semi-Conductors
This article describes some of the chief properties and useful practical applications of semi-conducting materials. A short 
account of the theory of semi-conduction is given. The use of semi-conductors in metal rectifiers and some forms of 

photo-electric cells will be covered in the next article.

Introduction.

IT is probable that most people, if asked to name a 
typical conductor of electricity, would reply 
"copper," and few would name any non-metallic 
substance. This probably arises from the widely held 

interpretation of the word " conductor " as a " Wire " 
along which a current can fiow. A little thought will 
reveal the narrowness of this view and will recall many 
examples of electrical equipment which functions by, 
or involves, the passage of currents through non- 
mctallic media. It is the purpose of this article to 
discuss the properties of some of these other types of 
conductor and to indicate a few ways in which they 
are playing an increasingly important part in electrical 
industry. Unfortunately.limitations of space prevent 
a comprehensive survey, and many interesting types, 
such as liquid and gaseous conductors, have had to be 
omitted entirely.

SEMI-CONDUCTORS.
Classification of Solid Conductors.

In the infancy of electrical science only two 
electrically different types of substance were recog
nised-conductors and insulators. Follo\ving the 
discovery of current elCctricity, methods of measure
ment improved rapidly and it was found that many 
substances had conductivities far too low to justify 
their being called conductors yet far too large to 
admit them to the class of insulators. :For want of a 
better term they were called semi-conductors. 
Nowadays, modern physical science frowns on the 
indiscriminate use of the term semi-conductor and 
recognises at least two fundamentally different types 
of substance which are neither good conductors nor 
good insuJators. ■

First there are the so-called ionic (or electrolytic.) 
conductors, such as the metal halides, in which the 
current is carried by the movement of ions, i.e. 
electrically charged atoms. Secondly, there are those 
substances of intermediate conductivity in which the 
mechanism of the current flow appears to be purely 
electronic ; these are the true semi-conductors, and it 
is with these that the present article is chiefly con
cerned. It is important to realise, however, that 
semi-conductors are not just poor electronic con
ductors of the same type as the metals and that the 
magnitudes of their conductivities depend on very 
different factors. To illustratp this point some of the 
more important properties of semi-conductors will 
now be described.
General Properties of Semi-Conductors.

1'here are two principal qualitative differences 
.between metals and semi-conductors. At constant 
tcrnperatnrc the resistance of a metallic conductor is 

constant (curve A, l'ig. 1) and the current fio\ving is 
strictly proportional to the applied potential difference 
(curve B, Fig. 1). So closely is this law followed that

FIG. 1.-CURRENT AND RESISTANCE VS. VOLTAGE 
CHARACTRRISTICS OF METAJ,S AND SEMI-CONDUCTORS.

it torms the basis of the most precise methods of 
electrical measurement.

In semi-conductors, on the other hand, the current 
is not always proportional to the voltage, i.e., the 
resistance is not constant. As the applied voltage is 
steadily raised the current increases more and 1nore 
rapidly (curve -C, Fig. I) and the resistance falls 
(curve D, Fig. 1). This property has been put to many 
technical uses in recent years and, as will be seen

TEMPERATURE
FIG. 2.-RESISTIVITY-TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS OF 

SILVER SULPHIDE, URANIUM OXIDE AND NICKEL-MANGANESE 
OXIDE.
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later, several commercial embodiments of this type of 
semi-conductor are now available to the engineer.

Semi-conductors differ sharply from metals also in 
the effect of temperature. At ordinary temperatures 
the resistivity of the common metals approximates 
closely to a linear function of temperature and may be 
expressed in the form R. = R, (1 +at). For all 
pure metals the temperature coefficient, a; is positive 
and is usually about 0al04. 1'he behaviour of semi
conductors can only rarely be expressed in this simple 
way and, moreover, a most significant fact is that the 
resistivity falls as the temperature is raised. This is 
illustrated in Fig. 2, which is based on the data of 
G. L. Pearson, Bell Telephone Laboratories. The 
example of silver sulphide, which, incidentally, was 
first investigated by Faraday, is particularly interest
ing. Over the temperature range -100 to+l79'C a 
.50°C rise in temperature reduces the resistivity by a 
factor of 10. At I 79°C a change in crystal structure 
occurs which explains the sharp discontinuity in the 
curve. l:nteresting technical uses are now being fo.und 
for this type of semi-conductor in which the tempera
ture effect is large.

Voltage-Dependent Resistors.
"Thyrite,""Atmite,""Metrosil "and the"Varis- 

tors " of the Bell Telephone Company are the names 
of some typical commercial devices which exploit the 
voltage dependence of the resistivity of soine semi
conductors. The basic material used in their manu
facture is silicon carbide (carborundum) either alone 
or mixed with powdered graphite or a finely divided 
metal such as tungsten or molybdenum, and a binding 
material such as alumina or clay is frequently added. 
The intimate mixture of the constituents is pressed 
into the shape required (usually a rod or disc) and 
fired in a kiln at a high temperature. Contact with 
the opposite faces of a disc or the ends of a rod is 
obtained by metallic electrodes such as copper or zinc 
applied by spraying.

Except at very low current densities the current, I, 
flowing. in such components is related to the applied 
voltage, V, by the following expressions :

V — K P or I = ( F)j,-
The effective resistance, R, is given by the 

expression :
KR =-- =KI*-1

where K is termed the constant of the unit and f3 the 
index or exponent. The latter is a characteristic of 
the material, but K, assuming a given material, is a 
function of the size and shape of the specimen, being, 
actually, the resistance of the specimen when carrying 
a current of l ampere. For discs of the same material 
but of different areas (A) and thicknesses (d), the 
values of K are related by the expression :

K =( A2 ) " x A 
K2 \ Ai ) d2

The index f3 usually lies between 0^2 and 0al and is 
substantially independent of temperature up to about 
120°C. Above this temperature f1 increases somewhat. 
K decreases with rise in temperature and, up to about 

100°C, has a temperature coefficient of the order of 
0^001 per degree C. By varying the composition of 
the materiali discs of a given size and shape can be 
produced having widely different values of K. For 
example, for discs I in. diameter and i in. thick K 
may be anything from 100 to 800. The fact that f3 is 
considerably less than unity is, of course, the most 
interesting property of this type of non-linear resistor 
and the feature on which most of its applications are 
based. Many of the modern improvements in manu
facturing technique have therefore been directed 
towards making f1 as small as possible. The recent 
attainment of the value 0-2 means that, for this 

particular material, the expressions relating I, R and 
V can be written in the form laV5 and Rk l/V*. 
The extent to which the potentialities implied by these 
high indices for V can be utilised naturally depends on 
the rapidity of response of the material, i.e., onwhether 
or not there is any appreciable time lag between the 
instant of variation of V and the moment when I and 
R attain their new stable values. 1'his has been 
investigated in many ways by means involving 
measurements with very high-frequency alternating 
currents or with impulses of only a few microseconds 
duration. These experiments have revealed a very 
valuable property-the changes of resistance and 
current appear to be absolutely instantaneous and the 
behaviour of the unit is at all times purely resistive 
(unless the frequency is so high that the capacitance 
between the electrodes has an appreciable effect).

Turning to the applications of voltage-dependent, 
non-linear resistors, the first important use was the 
protection of power lines against the effects of near-by 
lightning discharges. The resistor is connected 
between the line and earth and its characteristics arc 
such that, at the normal system voltage, •the current 
leakage to .earth is negligible. When a lightning 
discharge occurs, if there were no protective device a 
dangerously high voltage might be induced in the line. 
With the non-linear resistor connected, however, the 
resistance of the shunt path falls rapidly as the voltage 
tends to rise, and the extent of the rise is thereby 
greatly reduced. Providing the resistor is correctly 
designed and docs not overheat sufficiently, as a result 
of th_e. momentary heavy current flow, to sustain 
permanent damage, it will !unction repeatedly without 
attention, returning to its normal, high-resistance 
condition at the end of each discharge. Particularly 
in America this type of protective device has found 
many applications. In the field of light current 
engineering a similar use is the protection of delicate 
apparatus against damage due to the accidental 
application of excess voltage. Used in shunt with a 
current consuming device, the combination being fed 
through a suitable ordinary series resistor, a useful 
degree of stabilisation against fluctuations in the 
voltage of the power supply can be obtained. In such 
a circuit, if the load is an ordinary measuring instru
ment, the range of voltages which can be measured is 
considerably increased, though, of course, at the cost 
of a non-linear scale. There are many possible uses 
for a meter of this type.

'fo the 'communications engineer the most obvious 
application of non-linear resistors is probably in 
quenching the spark which occurs when the current 
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in an inductive circuit, e.g., a re1ay coil or switch 
magnet, is interrupted. Such sparks, if not quenched, 
lead to rapid deterioration of the contact surfaces and 
consequent increased fault liability. To avoid these 
bad effects it is usual to shunt the contacts with a 
combination of a resistor and a condenser in series 
which is effective in suppressing the spark. Recent 
work has shown that, in many circuits, a non-linear 
resistor alone is capable of performing the same 
function successfully and without apparent deteriora
tion. In such instances an important advantage is the 
smaller space occupied by a non-linear resistor as 
compared with that taken hy the standard qnench. 
There is one aspect of the action of a non-linear 
resistor which may be of considerable importance in 
some specialised circuits. This is the fact that 
whereas, with the standard quench, the decay of the 
current in the circuit may be oscillatory, with the 
non-linear resistor it is not.

Further interesting possibilities arise for the use of 
these devices in alternating current circuits. Since 
there is no time-lag in the response, the resistance of 
the unit will change from instant to instant as the 
potential difference across it varies. In other words, 
the current wave form differs considerably from the 
voltage wave form and the current flowing contains 
strong odd harmonics of the fundamental frequency, 
particu]arly the tltird. Tl1is fact inunerliately suggests 
a use for non-linear resistors -in frequency multiplying 
circuits.

For some applications a negative temperature 
coefficient is a disadvantage. Care is therefore taken 
in manufacture to keep the coefficient as small as 
possible consistent with a suitably low value of f3. 
Also the circuit should be so designed that the heat 
dissipated in the heavily loaded condition does not 
result in excessive temperature rise.

Thermal Non-Linear Resistors.
The conditions governing the manufacture and use 

of thermal non-linear resistors are exactly opposite to 
those of the voltage-dependent type. The value of f3 
is relatively unimportant and, in fact, is preferably 
nearly unity, but the negative temperature "co
efficient" should be large. Various oxides and sul
phides have been found to possess the desired pro
perties. Those whose characteristics were shown in 
Fig. 2 are employed in some of the " Thermistors " of 
the Bell Telephone Company, and uranous oxide 
(UO2) is used in the " Urdox " thermal resistor.

The manufacturing process is comparatively simple 
and, in principle, involves merely compressing the 
powdered material into the desired physical form, 
baking afterwards if necessary. Electrodes are applied 
by metal spraying, etc. Nearly all materials showing 
a sufficiently large change of resistivity with tempera
ture can be used for the manufacture of thermal 
resistor^ for use in A.C. circuits, but some, e.g., Ag2S 
and U3O8, are unsuitable for use in D.C. circuits 
owing to polarisation effects which greatly increase 
the apparent resistivity at all temperatures.

At ordinary temperatures the resistance of a 
thennal resistor is high and the current passed at a 
given voltage is correspondingly small. The power 
dissipated tends to heat the resistor and its resistivity 

falls. The current therefore increases with time in a 
cumulative manner, if the applied voltage is main
tained, until the component is destroyed. It is 
therefore ahvays necessary to incorporate a suitable 
protective resistance in the circuit to limit the final 
current. If a constant voltage (V) is applied to a 
circuit consisting of an ohmic resistor (R) and a 
thermal resistor in series the current varies \V-ith time 
after the manner shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3.-CURRENT-TIME CHARACTERISTIC OF A THERMAL 
H.ESIS'IOR.

By a suitable choice of values the time of transition 
from the lov. current condition to the high current 
condition can be varied from several seconds down to 
a few milliseconds. Useful applications here arc the 
employment of ordinary relays as slow-acting 
switches which, moreover, are immune from operation 
by quite large volt<ige surges if these are o.f short 
duration.

If the current passed through, and, consequently, 
the power dissipated in a thermal resistor are small, 
the temperature of. the resistor will not differ 
appreciably from its surroundings. Under these 
conditions any change in ambient temperature will 
alter the resistance and •the device can, therefore, be 
used as a resistance thermometer, the sensitivity of 
which may be ten or more times that of the well- 
known platinum resistance thermometer.

If the current passed is sufficient appreciably to 
alter the resistance of the resistor and the latter is 
allowed to attain thermal equilibrium at any given 
value of current, the resistance will be found to vary 
with the power dissipated in the manner shown in 
Fig. 4(a). The corresponding voltage-current curve

Fig. 4.—Rbsistance-Power
Characteristics of

and Voltage-Current 
a Thermal Resistor.
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is shown in Fig. 4(b), and it will be seen that, at low 
currents, the current is proportional to the voltage 
and the resistance is constant. Departures from these 
conditions are apparent at the higher current loadings 
and ultimately the resistance becomes negative. A 
thermal resistor working in the latter region in 
conjunction with a suitable ohmic resistor can be 
used as a voltage stabiliser.

A further interesting series of applications for the 
thermal resistor arises from the fact that its tempera
ture, and therefore its resistance, can be changed by 
altering the current flowing in a heating coil surround
ing the resistor. Since thermal resistors can be used 
satisfactorily at high radio frequencies this provides a 
useful method of controlling a high-frequency current 
from a distant point to which high-frequency leads 
could not be run. The range of—control is wide, and 
thermal resistors are niade in which the resistance can 
be changed by a factor of 105 for a power dissipation 
of only 20 mW in the heating coil.
Theory of Semi-Conductors.

Although the technical use of semi-conductors is of 
comparatively recent development the study of the 
fundamental nature of these substances has attracted 
the attention of very many scientists. As a result, 
despite the complexity of the subject, the theory of 
semi-conductors is now very nearly as complete as the 
electron theory of metals, and there is sound reason to 
believe that future progress is unlikely to result in 
any substantial change in the fundamental concep
tions. The modern theory of semi-conductors is 
based on the same fundamental assumptions as in the 
free-electron theory of metals. These, as discussed in 
Part V of this series, lead to the conclusion that the 
valency (outer) electrons of the atoms in a metallic 
crystal are not bound to their parent atoms in the 
solid state. Though not more than two electrons have 
exactly the same energy at any instant there is a band 
or zone of closely grouped energy levels in which all 
the valency or " free '' electrons are to be found. 
This band, in metals, also includes a relatively large 
number of energy levels which, at any instant, arc not 
occupied by electrons. When an electric field is 
applied to a metal it will always be possible for most 
of the free electrons to move to a higher energy level in 
the band by absorbing energy from the field. Such 
electrons will move along the direction of the field and, 
in so doing, constitute a current flow. The inner or 
bound electrons, on the other hand, occupy and, in 
fact, fill completely all the energy levels in a number 
of similar bands of lower mean energy. An applied 
field cannot therefore accelerate any of these bound 
electrons within its own band. Since there are, 
between consecutive bands, gaps of forbidden 
energies to which the electrons cannot attain, bound 
electrons play no part in the conduction process. The 
relative widths of the bands and gaps.depend on the 
number of atoms in the crystal and, in the 
limiting case of a single free atom, the bands are 
reduced to widely separated, single discrete energy 
levels.

In an insulator, on the other hand, the energy 
situation at very low temperatures can be represented 
diagrammaticallr as in Fig. 5{a). The lower energy 
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bands, of which two are shown in the diagram, are 
full as before, but the next higher band is empty. No 
acceleration of any electron is possible and normally 
no current can flow on the application of an electric 
field. When the substance is heated, however, a few 
electrons acquire sufficient thermal energy to enable 
them to jump over the gap into the previously empty 
conduction band where they can then take part in 
electrical conduction. The narrower the •gap of 
forbidden energies the smaller is the amount of 
thermal energy an electron must acquire in order to 
make the jump, and hence the more rapid is the 
increase of conductivity with temperature. This 
accounts for some of the properties of semi-conductors, 
though it is not normally the main or sole cause of 
the conduction.

"DErECT" OR "HOLE" 
SEMI-CONDUCTOR

Fig. 5.—Energy Levels in Insulators and 
Semi-conductors.

So far the discussion has been confined to perfectly 
pure homogeneous substances, and there is little doubt 
that, at normal or low temperatures, all such sub
stances would be either conductors or insulators. In 
a true coilductor, the effect of purifying a slightly 
impure material is always to increase the conductivity. 
Semi-conductors, however, are always slightly impure,



though the impurity may be hard to detect by chemical 
means,and the conductivity is reduced by the rem::>val 
of impurities. The way in which impurity atoms 
cause conductivity is, therefore, of prime importance 
and will now be described.

It is necessary to consider two kinds of impurity 
atoms. There are electropositive atoms,such as those 
of the metals.and electronegative atoms, such as those 
of the non-metals, oxygen and sulphur. The.Se give 
ri!'e respectively to two different types of semi
conductor. An example of the first type which has 
been very extensively investigated is zinc oxidrwhich 
has been strongly heated and allowed to cool. After 
this treatment it is found to have acquired both a 
slight brownish colour and an appreciable electrical 
conductivity. Both of these proporties are bdieved 
to result from a slight loss of oxygen in conseq uen:e of 

•. which a (relatively) very sm1ll number of free zinc 
atoms is present. Since the number is sm1ll, mJ.tual 
interaction between the zinc atoms is negligible and 
their electron energies are discrete levels such as the 
lines marked.Zn in Fig. 5.,b). Suppose that, as shown, 
one of the electrons from a zinc atom occupies one 
such level lying just below the lowest unoccupied zinc 
oxide band. By the absorption of quite a small amount 
of thermal energy this electron can jump to a level in 
the hitherto empty band. From there it ' can be 
electrically excited to a still higher level in just the 
same way as .the valency electrons in a metal and 
weak electrical conduction occurs. Since this anJ any 
other electrons which carry the current corne from the 
atoms (the zinc atoms) which are present in excess of 
the exact proportions required by the chemical 
formula, zinc oxide is termed an " excess " semi- 

■ conductor. Other typical excess semi-conductors are 
the sulphides of copper, tin and silver.

The second type of semi-conductor is one in which 
an unoccupied energy level corresponiing to an 
impurity atom lies just above the highest full band of 
the parent substance as in Fig. 5(c). It is p:mible, 
then, for an electron in the full band to be therm1lly 
excited to this impurity level, leaving behind a 

vacancy or "hole" (Fig. 5 (d)),. This particular 
electron cannot further bs electrically excited. Both 
theory and experiment, however, show that the hole 
has aU the properties of an electron except that it is 
equivalent to a positive charge. It can, therefore, 
mo.ve through the space lattice and give rise to 
electrical con:luction in exact]y the same way as the 
valency electrons in a m !tal, though, of course, its 
movement is in the opp::site sense with respect to the 
electric fiold. Substances in which this phenomenon 
occurs are kn<Jwn as " defect " or " hole " semi- 
con:iuctors an:i include m iterials such as cuprous 
oxide anj the oxides of minganese, cobalt and nickel. 
In these the necessary unoccupied energy level is 
supplied by a sligrrt excess ot oxygen atoms.

Where the lmpllrity con:;ists of atoms foreign to the 
main bulk of the miterial several possibilities may 
arise. If the amount of impurity is very small, 
conduction of either the excess or the hole types may 
occur, or even of bath typ's rimJltaneously. If the 
percentage of impurity is large trre energy levels of its 
electrons may be banis rather than discrete levels. 
In som? circum3tances these impurity bands miy be 
wide enough t:t> span the gap of forbidden energies and 
constitute a bridge whereby electrons can pa.5s from 
a full banl in the m1in mlterial to a hitherto 
w10ccupied band. Confaction will then occur. O.ving 
largelv to the complexity of this type^of substance the 
experimental. difficulties are considerable, and com
paratively little work has so far been done in this 
field. ■

This outline of the theory has, of necessity, dealt 
mainly with highly idealised examples. In any 
practical piece of semi-coajactihg miterial there will 
be a very large number o( indtvidual crystals, each 
with its own degree of im?jrity and even with different 
types of imparity. It is n)t surprising, therefore, 
that althougn the theory does, from a q"alitative 
standpoint, account s::i.tisfactorily for the actual 
behaviocir of semi-conjuc.tors, m.ich m::ire work will 
be necessary before a complete quantitative explana
tion can ba given.
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Equipment for Cutting Steel and Wrought 
Iron Pipes Containing Working Cables

U.D.C. 621.93 : 621.315.23
F. E. PLUMPTON

The use of a power-drhen abrasive disc to cut open steel and wrought iron pipes is described. A screw feed is provided 
on a special machine carrier to enable the disc to be lowered gradually as its diameter is reduced due to wear. Only one 

longitudinal cut is made after which the pipe is prised open by screw claws.

Introduction.

RECENT damage to the Department's plant in 
congested areas has caused greater attention 
to be given to the methods of obtaining access 
to cables contained in steel or wrought iron pipes. 

This question had arisen in peace time when the 
usual method of cutting the pipe round the cir
cumference and of splitting it longitudinally with a 
hammer and cold chisel was found to be too slow 
and costly. The rate of cutting was slow and two 
longitudinal cuts were necessary to enable the pipe 
to be removed from the cable in two halves. Attempts 
by a contractor to speed up the process by the use 
of power-driven apparatus met with some success. 
The method employed was to utilise an electrically- 
driven circular saw marketed under the proprietary 
name of "Skilsaw," the saw blade being replaced 
by a thin abrasive disc of suitable grade. The method 
was described and illustrated in the Post Office 
Electrical Engineers' Journal for April' 1937. 
The discs arc very brittle and break if they arc 
"jabbed" into the work, or are subjected to side 
thrusts. In spite of the employment of a skilled 
operator many comparatively expensive abrasive 
discs were broken long before the end of their useful 
lives, and time was wasted in changing the discs, 
the cost of the work being increased accordingly. 
Although the method was much superior to the 
hammer and chisel method previously in use it was 
felt that considerable improvement in carrying 
and directing the cutting disc could be made. Various 
solutions of these difficulties were tried, and a 
set of experimental equipment was made up 
locally. This equipment forms the subject of this 
article.

Method of Operation.
The basis of the equipment now in use is a Model E 

"Skilsaw." This .is supplied primarily as an 8 in.. 

circular saw for cutting building timbers, and 
accessories are available to enable it to be adapted for

Frc. 2.—" Skii.saw" Cutting Steel Pipe.

Frc. 1.—" Skilsaw" and Wheeled Carrier.

various other operations. It is powered by a universal 
electric motor available for various voltages absorbing 
1,250 watts on full load, and has a blade speed of 
about 3,400 revolutions per minute on no load. 
Its weight is 19 lb. The abrasive discs are 8 in. in 
diameter, 1/16 or 3/32 in. in thickness, and are 
of carborundum or other abrasive material bonded 
in bakelite. The normal soleplate of the "Skilsaw" 
is replaced by a wheeled carrier (Fig. 1), designed 
to run along the outside of the pipe to be cut. 
Adjustments are provided to allow for wear of the 
abrasive disc and to control the depth of the cut.

The section of pipe to be removed is first cut off 
by. ordinary pipe cutters. If a section of a pipe 
passing through an excavation is to be removed a cut 
is made at each end of the section, and wooden wedges 
are inserted to lift the unwanted section of pipe 
away from the sheathing of the cable ; if the pipe
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to be cut is of steel the tarred hessian wrapping is 
removed, and the outside of the pipe thoroughly 
cleaned.

The " Skilsaw " is bolted to the slotted bracket at 
the front of the frame, and the hand wheel on the 
screw feed is turned until the bracket has been raised 
to its upper limit. During this operation the machine 
is allowed to move freely in the rear slotted arm. 
The carrier is then placed on the pipe and the " Skil- 
saw" is lowered at the rear slotted arm until the 
disc just touches the pipe. In this position the 
adjustment is locked by tightening the appropriate 
nut on the " Skilsaw" The front wheels of the carrier 
are rested on the pipe and, with the abrasive disc 
running, the machine is moved along until the 
disc is brought into contact with the end of the pipe 
and the cutting of the slot is commenced. As the 
work proceeds the machine is moved along until all 
four wheels of the carrier bear on the pipe. If care 
is taken during the foregoing operations no real 
difculty is experienced. Care must also be taken 
to ensure that the slot is cut straight and that the disc 
cuts.right through the thickness of the metal of the 
pipe. The carrier is moved slowly along the pipe 
(Ffk. 2) as the slot is cut. The diameter of the 
abrasive disc is reduced as the work proceeds, and the 
correct depth -of cut is maintained by further adjust
ment of the hand wheel, as the cut is being made.

When the whole of the hand adjustment has been 
taken up it is necessary to stop the machine and to 
tum the hand wheel in the reverse direction, so that 
the front bracket is again at its upper limit ; the 
abrasive disc can then be brought to bear on the 
work again by readjustment of the rear fixing. By 
this method a slot is cut along the section of pipe 
to be removed. As the slot nears the end of the pipe 
the front wheels run off the pipe, but the weight 
of the machine is easily carried on the rear wheels 
for the remaining few inches of cut.

The abrasive discs wear rapidly during the splitting 
operation, and it is better to remove the pipe from 
the cable by forcing the slot open than to make a 
second cut diametrically opposite to the first to 
enable the pipe to be removed in two halves. 
By avoiding a second cut the number of discs worn 
out is halved, and wear and tear on the machine

Fig. 3.—Screw Claws, Slot Key and Spanner.

used for driving the discs is also halved. This 
course has to be adopted when the pipe has 
been flattened and it is not possible to revolve the 
pipe on the cable to make a second cut.

To open the slot cut by the " Skilsaw " two tools 
have been devised, namely, the slot-widening tool 
and the pipe-opening claw. The slot-widening tool 
consists of a hardened steel tongue (Fig. 3) rounded 
on three sides to avoid damage to the cable inside 
the pipe and attached to a hexagonal head used for 
turning. The sides of the tongue are slightly recessed

Fig. 4.—Use of the Screw Claws.

to prevent it from jumping out of the slot while it is 
being turned. The pipe-opening claws consist of 
two case-hardened steel claws, one of which is 
moved by a screw thread when the hexagon head 
is turned. An ordinary T-handled box spanner fits 
the slot key, and the screw claws. Lengths of tube 
fit over the handle to increase leverage if this is 
necessary. This is considered preferable to having a 
long handle on the box spanner as in restricted 
situations it may not be possible tp turn a large 
handle whereas a short one can usually be turned 
hali a revolution at a time by removing the extension 
tubes from each half of the handle in turn.

The cutting of the slot having been completed, the 
slot-widening key is inserted and turned through a 
right-angle . This springs the slot open so that a screw 
claw in its fully closed condition can be inserted. 
This is repeated along the pipe, and additional screw 
claws are inserted at intervals of 12 to 18 inches. 
The box spanner is then fitted to each screw claw 
in tum (Fig. 4) and the slot is forced open until it is 
wide enough to pass the cable(s) contained in the 
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pipe. It is necessary to exceed this distance by about 
half a:n inch, .as it has been found that the pipe 
closes about half an inch when the screw claws are 
removed. The screw claws are released by unscrewing 
and the pipe is then removed from the coble.

Typical Applications.
When a manhole wall through which steel pipes 

enter is to be set back it is necessary to remove the 
lengths of pipe that would otherwise project into the 
manhole. Empty pipes are easily cut with the 
< rdi .ary wheeled pipe cutters, but where cables are 
contained in the pipes it is necessary to split the 
pipes longitudinally to enable the surplus lengths to 
be removed. The alternative is the renewal of the 
length of cable.

The equipment has been used also to facilitate 
removal of a section of a nest of pipes embedded in 
a concrete road where the pipes are set too close 
together to enable a whe led pipe cutter to be fitted 
round the pipe. The concrete was first cut away from 
the section of pipe to be removed. Two cuts about 
9 in. apart were then made with the " Skilsaw," 
as far as possible round the pipe, at each end of the 
unwanted section. Each pair of cuts was joined by a 
longitudinal cut, and the pipe split open for about 
9 in., using the screw claws. This enabled a diamond- 
pointed chisel to be used on the inside of the pipe 
at each end of the unwanted section, which was then 
easily removed.

On another occasion a cable contained in a steel 
pipe had been damaged by a pneumatic road dril 
which penetrated through both the pipe and the cable. 
The concrete foundation of the road was cut away 
for about 5 ft. on each side of the damage. Transverse 
cuts were made with the " Skilsaw" about half-way 
round the pipe at each end of the section, and a 
longitudinal cut was made along the length. The 
section was opened with the screw claws and the 
necessary repairs to the cable effected. The jagged 
edges of the hole where the drill had penetrated the 
pipe were cut away with a cold chisel, and the holes 
plugged by pouring in molten lead. The sharp edges 
of the cuts made by the " Skilsaw " were rounded off 
with suitable ' files, and the pipe was hammered back 
into shape to contain the cable. The cuts were suit
ably protected with sheet lead and embedded in 
the concrete foundation of the road.

On a recent work where the steel pipes had been 
disturbed it was found to be possible to revolve 
them on the cables by means of a large chain wrench. 
Advantage was taken of this factor to use the 

" Skilsaw " for making the circumferential cut. Thsi 
was done in a series of short cuts revolving the pipe 
with the chain wrench as each cut was completed. 
Worn-down discs unsuitable for making a longitudinal 
cut were used up by this method, which was found 
to becOJisideiably quicker than the use of pipe cutters.

The uses suggested above are by no means ex
haustive, and no doubt other applications of the 
equipment will suggest themselves from time to time.

Observations.
The method indicated is capable of application to 

any size of pipe, the!imiting factors being the strength 
of the screw. claws and the capacity of the carrier. 
It is difficult to give any accurate figures for the time 
occupied by these various operations owing to 
difference in conditions under .which they are per
formed. The following figures taken from an actual 
job may, however, be of interest.

Size of pipe : 3! in.
Length of cut : 36 in.
Time to make slot with " Skilsaw " : 25 minutes.
Time to open slot with slot-widening tool» and 

insert pipe-opening claws : 5 minutes. , 
Time to open sfot to full extent : 20 minutes.

It is realised that a suitable ekctricity supply may 
not always be available at or near the scene of opera
tions, but this difficulty could be overcome by the 
provision of a small petrol engine generating set to 
supply the necessary power where these conditions 
arise. On the other hand, steel pipes are used mainly 
in congested areas, and an electricity supply is 
usually available at or near the scene of operations. 
Consideration has also been given to the use of 
compressed air as a motive power, and enquiries 
have been made with a view to finding a suitable 
machine. A n1achine of the sa1nc type as the 
"Skilsaw" but with .an air motor in place of the 
electric motor would meet the requirements, -but 
so far no such tool has he-en discovered.

''arious grades of high speerl steel are now available, 
and the possibility of using a circular saw blade of 
this material in place of the abrasive disc could 
perhaps be explored with advantage. Difficulties 
would probably arise in connection with its lubrica
tion as there would bf' risk of increased damage to the 
cable by the presence of the lubricant if the cable 
sheathing were not intact.

In some situations the T- handled box spanner 
could, with advamage, be replaced by an ordinary 
lever ratchet spanm t, working direct on the hexagonal 
head of the sere\.\-' l.i. 1 \Vs.
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Impedance Matching Networks 
for Unloaded CableU.D.C. 621.391.312 D. G. TUCKER, B.Sc.(Eng.). A.M.l.E,E

A simple design method is developed in this article for im-pedance matchinq networks u.ed ro-r duple:r. telephone circuits on. 
unloaded cables. . Two typical examples are worked out and discussed.

Introduction.

CERTAIN carrier systems set up nowadays 
on routes involving submarine cable are 
arranged in a manner such that the voice 
and one or two of the lower carrier circuits work. 

on a duplex basis. The carrier system involved 
. in the duplex working is generally Carrier System 

No. 4,1 though other systems may occupy the higher 
frequency bands. The number of circuits that 
can be worked duplex depends on the attenuation 
length of the cable. Sometimes only the voice 
circuit can be so worked, but on one or two cables 
the voice and three carrier circuits have been 
operated duplex. The determining factor is the 
balance return^ loss (or singing point) that can be 
obtained between the line and the impedance match
ing network. To ensure adequate stability of the 
circuits, the return loss should exceed the line 
attenuation at all frequencies at which duplex 
operation is required. It is thus clearly not necessary 
for the return loss required at high frequencies to be 
maintained down to the low frequencies. It is 
sufficient if the curve of return loss against frequency 
be maintained parallel to the curve of cable attenua
tion, the difference between them being determined 
by the degree of circuit stability required.

If the line consists solely of one cable link (or is 
arranged so that duplex operation takes place only 
over the one link), and if the cable is in good repair 
and has ' a smooth impedance/frequency character
istic, then a return loss of at least 40 db. at the upper 
frequencies can generally be maintained, even allow
ing for a certain lack of matching between the filters 
in the line and balance circuits. If the line consists 
of a more complex circuit, comprising different 
types of cable or open line, then it will be very 
difficult to obtain any adequate return loss by a 
simple balance network; it is generally necessary 
in such circumstances to provide 4-terminal net
works to simulate the transmission characteristics 
of the sh6rter sections of line where these are nearer 
the terminal concerned and are not so short as to 
be negligible, and then a normal 2-terminal net
work to simulate the impedance of the more distant
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those of the open line/ whereas the final 2-terminal 
network has an Impedance characteristic similar 
to that of the submarine cable, but resembles the 
cable in no other way. The use of the filters for 
separating the duplex and uni-directional channels 
is obvious and well known.

It is apparent that the design of the impedance 
matching network must be carried out with some 
precision. The networks used for this purpose con
sist, for the unloaded cables under consideration, 
of resistances and capacitances only, and four useful 
configurations are shown in Fig. 2(a), (b), (c) and (d), 
type (c) being a development of (a).

-i^^>
. (b)

R, Rz

(d)
Fig. 2.—Impedance Matching Networks.

Of these, (a) and (b) are well known, and their 
design has ■ been described fully elsewhere? How
ever, (d) is the most satisfactory type to use in 
practice, and lends itself to more precise design over 
a wide frequency range. It is this type that is to be 
described in this article5

It can be readily shown that .the impedance of 
this network is given by the .expression— -

C22R2[R1 + + C2)2 + ^C/C/R? J-
(Cx + C2) + ^C^/R,2 
(C1 + C2)2 + W2C12C,2 R,' .(!)

L-»— RECEIVE
F=C] HIGHER CHANNELS 

inoor^NOT WORKING DUPLEX

Fjg. 1.—CoMpi.EX Circuit uf Cable and Open Line.

and longer cable. Fig. 1 shows such an arrangement. 
From this it will be clear that the network simulating 
the open line is a 4-terminal network which gives 
phase and attenuation characteristics similar to

Derivation of Method of Design.
Let R—jX be the impedance of the cable or line 

to be matched. In uuloaded cable, the reactance is 
always negative ; consequently the expression above

'P.O.E.E.]., Vol. 29, pp. 226 and 294.

z P.O. Engineering Instructions, Transmission, Telephones, 
Rll07 and 1108.

3 A completely different attack on the problem of design of 
this type of network has been published in an article by 
Chardon in Annales des Pastes, March, 1938. The method 
described there has, however, the disadvantage that lower 
return losses are obtained at higher frequencies than at lower 
frequencies and this condition is generally unacceptable.
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has been written with a minus sign so that, for 
convenience, X may be taken as positive. .

Consider equation (1) above :—
At higher frequencies, say 15 kc/s, the second 

term in the resistance expression is ahnost negligible 
compared with R1, generally being of the order of 
1 per cent. of R1. At this frequency, too, the 
resistance component of the cable impedance is 
approaching a fairly constant value, RH, say (suffix" 
indicating high frequency).

Thus, Ri = Rx ...........................................................(2)
At low frequencies, say 200-300 c/s, since Ci and 

C2 are generally of the order of l ^F and R2 is between 
10 and 1,000 ohms—

(C1 + C2)2 is of the order '4 x 10-12
and w2Ci2Cz'R22 is of the order 106 X 10-u X 102 

to 108 X 10-u X 108, i.e. 10-" to 10-12.
It will thus be justifiable to neglect the second 

term at low frequencies. In the same way, 
w2CCz'Rz' may be neglected compared with Ci +C,.

So at low frequencies, say wL,

RL - J XL = [ Ra + Ji&L. J - J [ Wal+C) J
" R,,-R" = iq + c,)« ......................... (3a)

and XL ~ .................................. (3b)
wL(C1 + C,)

So that C,'R, = L .......................................(3c)
,, wL xL2 '

To determine^, Ci and C2 one more equation is 
needed. At a medium frequency (wM), R;. is 
greater than Xv, and therefore has a greater effect 
in determining the balance. From equation (1)— 

r 2 r
R _ R_ =------------------M Kb (C1 + C2)2 + Wm2Ci2C22R22

Substitute from 3(c)
Rl - Rh 

=____________ _____________________ 
(Ci + C2)2 + WM^i^R-X-) 

= IT ^cXiRr -Rh) usmg (3b)

Solving for C2R2 •
r 2r =  ----------RL — Rx--------
C1R2 Wm2(Rm - Ra) (Rl -Rh) .............(4)

Dividing (4) by 3(c) and taking the square root—

s
C2

WlXl 
Wx(Rl — Re)

! Rl-Rx 
J R —R.

From (3b)

c, + c,=
so C2 =

-
Wl Xl

tOu(Ri — Rh)

..(5a)
L N — Kg J

From (3c)
Rl - Rh 

R2 wl2 Xl' €,'
And from (3b)

Wl Xl
c, ..................

(5b)

(5c)

Thus the network can be designed in terms of— 
R8 = Rat high .frequencies, say 10-15 kc/s. 
Rm = R at medium frequencies, say 3 kc/s.

Rl — jXL = impedance at low frequencies, say 
200 c/s.

Realisable values of the components will be obtained 
if RL> Rx> Rh and if —Xl is negative.

Design in Practice.
In practice it will be found that a network, designed 

as described above, will give quite a good return 
Joss over any frequency range likely to be required. 
However, improvement can be effected (a) by 
measuring on a bridge (R-jX) for the network and 
making small adjustments so that a better match is 
obtained over the frequency range or (b) by con
necting the network to the balance side of a hybrid 
transformer, and making transmission measurements 
from 4-wire to 4-wire terminals, across the hybrid, 
connecting to the line terminals a resistor and con
denser in parallel, set tq the bridge readings of the 
cable _impedance for each particular frequency. 
Small adjustments can then be made in the balance 
so as to give as high a loss as possible at all frequencies 
at which balance has to be maintained; or (c) if 
no measuring. facilities are available during design, 
small adjustments of Ri and R, should be made 
available by tappings on the made-up balance 
networks. Then when the circuits are lined up, 
adjustments can be made in situ to give the best 
stability margin to the speech circuits.

It will be found that, if necessary, a higher return 
loss can be obtained over a wide frequency band if 
another RC section is added to the network, as 
shown in Fig. 3.

Ri Rz Rg

Fig. 3.—Network of Fig. 2(d) with additional RC 
. Section. ,

R3 and C3 are best determined by practical tests, 
but they will be of the same order as the other 
components. Experience has shown that Cp C2 
and C3 are generally very nearly equal.

It is of interest to note that in information already 
published^ describing the equipment for the Aus
tralia-Tasmania cable, it is seen that a 6-element 
network as described above is used to maintain a 
return loss greater than 50 db. from about 1to13 kc/s ; 
and the return loss does not fall below 39 db. up to 
45 kc/s. In attempting to maintain such high return

'EleclYical Communication, Vol. 15, 1936-37, p. 303.
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losses, one meets the problem of variation of cable 
impedance with temperature. This amounts to 
0-02 per cent. per degree Fahrenheit for the resistance 
component, the effect on the reactance being negligible. 
The temperature variations on the sea-bed are 
generally quite small, but to maintain a high degree . 
of balance, it is necessary to provide small adjust
ments on Ri which can be set up from time to time 
to foHow seasonal variations.

Example 1.
Coaxial Paragutta Submarine Cables

This type of cable is now quite extensively used. 
Cables made at different times have slightly different 
impedance characteristics, but that shown in Fig. 4 
may be regarded as typical.

Fig. 4.—Typical Impedance Characteristic of 
Coaxial Paragvtta Surmartnr. Carle (gtvrn as 

Bridge Readings).

Suppose the balance is required from about 300 c/s 
to 12-5 kc/s ; this allows a I +3 channel duplex system 
to be operated. Using the symbols, given above, take

Rh= 52 ohms.
At 3 -kc/s, Wm = 18*85 X 103, Rm = 55 ohms.
At 500 c/s, Wl = 3442 X 103, Rl =67, Xl=35 ohms.

So that from (5) Ca = 54^F, Ra = 474, '
Cj = 4‘OjU.F

. and from (2) Rt = 52 ohms.
A network with" these values would generally be 

satisfactory, but by making adjustments in situ, 
it was found that with Ri = 52-3. and R2 = 
40 ohms, values as given in line 2' of Table I 
were obtained. A further improvement was obtained 
by adding another resistance and condenser as shown 
in Fig. 3. With Ri=51 4, R2=15, R3=80 ohms, 
Ci=3-6, C2=34 and C3=44 ^F, values were - obtained 
as shown in line 3 of Table 1. For comparison, the 
best results obtained with a network as shown in 
Fig. 2(c) are given in line 4 ; inferior results were 
obtained with the networks of Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

Table 1.

Frequency kc/s ■3 ■5 1 J 2 4 6 8 10 12

Re
tu

rn
 lo

ss
 

(d
b.

)

4-element network ' 19 24 27 J 27 30 35 39 50 1 52

6-element network 28 33 35,36 41 45 45 53 52

Network as Fig. 2c 22 1 24
1

26 30 ! 34 j 36 38 39 40

Example 2.
107/150 lb. Submarine Telegraph Cable.

Suppose a voice channel with a frequency range 
300-2,700 c/s is required on a submarine cable of this 
type. The impedance characteristic of this cable is 
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig • 5.—Impedance of 107/150 lb. Submarine Cable.

By extrapolation (as shown) or by actual measure
ment, Rh= about 117 ohms. At 2 kc/s, 

wm = 1246 x 10'. Rm = Z,. cos B,. = 127 ohms.
At 400 c/s, Wl= 2-512 X 103, - Rl = 198 ohms, 

Xl = Zl sin Ol = 160 ohms.
.Thus from (5) and (2) C2 = l -21 ^F, R2=342 ohms

. Ct-1-28pF, R1-117ohrns
A network constructed with these componenls was 
found to give return losses as shown in Line 2 of 
Tahle 2.

By adjustment, slight improvement was obtained, 
as shown in Line 3 of Table 2, with values exactly 
as above except R2=300 ohms.

Table 2.

Frequency kc/s •3 •8 1-2 16 2'0 3 0

Return
Loss 
(db.)

Network as
calculated '

33 28 31 35 44 45

As modified 30 32 35 38 44 ■ 46

In both examples it will be noticed that the highest 
values of return loss are obtained at the highest 
frequencies. This is necessary, since the cable 
attenuation increases with frequency.
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Notes and Comments
Roll of Honour

The Board of Editors deepty regrets to have to record the deaths of the following members of the Engineering 
Department .—-
While serving'with the Armed Forces, including Home Guard
'Belfast Telephone Area .. Long, A. ..

Brighton Telephone Area .. Keywood, C. J.

Glasgow Telephone Area .. Drummond, A.

London Telecommunications 
Region

London Telecommunications
Region •

Nottingham Telephone Area 
Oxford Telephone Area .. 
Shrewsbury Telephone Area

Swallow, W. A. ..

Wallace, R. ..

Winstanley, D. .. 
Weeks, W.E. R... 
Gwilliam, R. G. ..

Shrewsbury Telephone Area Wright, A. D-.

Stoke-on-Trent Telephone Jones, W. ].
Area

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Unestablished ' Skilled Workman

Labourer .. .. .. ..

Unestablished Skilled Workman 
Unestablished Skilled Workman 
Unestablished Skilled Workman

Unestablished Skilled Workman

Labourer .. .. .. ..

Signalman, Royal Corps of 
Signals

Driver, Royal Army Ser
vice Corps

Signalman, Royal Corps of 
Signals

Lance-Corporal, Grenadier 
Guards

Corporal, Royal Corps of 
Signals

Sergeant, Royal Air Force 
Able Seaman, Royal Navy 
Driver, Royal Army Ser

vice Corps
Sergeant Pilot, Royal Air 

Force
Private, North Stafford

shire Regiment

Recent Awards
The Board of Editors has learnt with great pleasure of the honours recently conferred on the following 

members of the Engineering Department :—-
While serving with the Armed Forces including Home Guard 
Edinburgh Telephone Alexander, A. Skilled Workman,

Area Class I
Leicester Telephone Area Lawrence, B. Unestablished

Skilled Workman

Sergeant, Royal
Corps of Signals 

Corporal, Royal
Corps of Signals

Military Medal

Military Medal

While serving with the Civil Defence Forces or an Post Office Duty
Canterbury Telephone Area Bax, C. .. .. Unestablished Skilled Workman British Empire Medal
Canterbury Telephone Area Goodwin, W. 0. L. Inspector
Canterbury Telephone Arca Shepherd, A. J.
Plymouth Telephone Area..
Plymouth Telephone Area 
Plymouth Telephone Area . 
Brighton Telephone Area 
Brighton Telephone Area

..

..

..

..
Brighton Telephone Area ..

Antliff, J. E. E.
Brown, W. E.
Stokes, E. P.
Dilloway, A. C.
Peacock, D. C.
Pike, E. ..

..

..
Skilled Workman, Class II 
Skilled Workman, Class I

.. Inspecto(

.. British Empire Medal 

.. British Empire Medal 

.. British Empire Medal 

.. British Empire Medal
. Skilled Workman, Class I .. British Empire Medal •
. Unestablished Skilled Workman Commended by H.M. the King

Canterbury Telephone Area Powell, W. C.
Liverpool Telephone Area .. Blackburn, E. 
Liverpool Telephone Area .. Waring, H. G.

.. Skilled Workman, Class. II 

.. Skilled Workman, Class I

Liverpool Telephone Area .. Wright, F. C.
Plymouth Telephone Area .. Coombe, A.

.. Skilled Workman, Class II

.. Assistant Engineer ..

.. Skilled Workman, Class I

.. Inspector .. ..

., Skilled Workman, Class II

.. Commended by H.M. the King 

.. Commended by H.M. the King

.. Commended by H.M. the King 

.. Commended by H.M. the King 

.. Commended by H.M. the King 
. . Commended by H.M. the King 
.. Commended by H.M. the King

Reduction in Size
A severe cut in the amount of paper allowed to 

this Journal will affect the size of the next (April) 
and subsequent issues. In total a reduction of about 
50 per cent. has to be achieved and it is proposed 
to make the following cuts :—•

Advertisements, reduce by 67 per cent.
Supplement, „ 50 „
Text, ,, 33 „

The severe cut in the amount of advertising matter 

will seriously affect the advertisement revenue, but 
as this will be offset to some extent by the reduction 
in printing costs due to the reduced size, it will still 
be possible to sell the Journal for Is.

As regards the Supplement, the reduction will be 
effected by publishing 6 answers from each paper 
instead of the whole number set. It is hoped to be 
able to cover all papers in this manner and by choosing 
the more difficult questions in each paper it is thought 
that the value of the Supplement as an aid to study 
will be only slightly impaired.
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Regional Notes
London Telecommunications Region

MOLEDRAINER-MODJFIED USE IN L.T.R.
NORTH AREA

By the use of a modified form of agricultural mole
drainer, 4,000 yd. of 20/20 P.C.Q.L. cable was laid direct 
in the ground over a period of three days at a labour 
expenditure of 200 manhours.

The work was carried out early in October under dry 
weather conditions and generally the soil was of a loamy 
clay character, fairly free from flints. The alterations to 
the standard moledrainer consisted of substituting the 
cylindrical mole for a flat mole to reduce the earth 
displacement at the bottom of the slot and an expander 
attachment at the rear of the coulter so that a 2-in. cable 
feed pipe following the expander would pass through the 
cut before it was closed by the loose top soil. The cable 
feed pipe entered the ground with a bend of 24 in 
diameter.

The tractive power was supplied by a D.6 Caterpillar 
Tractor to which the moledrainer was coupled direct/ 
The whole of the cable laying operations, which included 
approximately 50 yd. of band digging, were carried out 
by nine Post Office men and a driver supplied by _the 
owner of the tractor.

For the laying operation the cable drum was set up in 
a low-speed lorry and the cable end passed through the 
cable feed pipe with the free end of the cable held by one 
man. The tractor and moledrainer with a lorry a few 
yards in advance proceeded along the route which had 
been previously pegged out.

After the first 10 yd. of operation, the soil resistance 
was found to be sufficient to hold the cable, which was 
liberally supplied with petroleum jelly at the input of 
the feed pipe. The cable was laid at an average depth of 
12in. and the lengths varied according to the specified 
jointing points. One continuous length of 1,000 yd. 
was laid.
►• The cost of the hire of the moledrainer was £1 per day, 
and it is estimated that tractor hire charges would be £5 
per day including the driver. The Post Office gratefully 
acknowledged the assistance given by the Hertfordshire 
County Council Agricultural Institute and the loan of 
the tractor together with driver without charge by 
Messrs. J. Olding & Co. S. D.

Welsh and Border Counties Region
SUB-AQUEOUS CABLE LAYING

Two 1,000 yd. sub-aqueou5 cable links. have recently 
been laid in this Region by direct labour. The cables 
are laid in each case to span estuaries which lay across 
the route of a defence cable.

Case I.
At low water this estuary was clear of water with the 

exception of three channels carrying water from the hills. 
Attheplacechosenfor the crossing, the bed when exposed 
consisted of firm sand. Because of these conditions, the 
cable was placed in position by man-power. The first 
channel was spanned by a temporary bridge, the second, 
being only 2-3 ft. in depth at the crossing, was forded. 
The third bad only to be crossed with the shore end of 
the. cable, and this was hauled into position by a line 
stretched across the channel.

The cable was P.C.Q.T. made and armoured in 
250 yd. lengths. The cable was transported from the 
factory to the site, a distance of 100 miles by road, in 
a single journey. Each drum of 250 yd. of cable weighed 
3 tons.

The cable was removed from the drums with the aid 
of cable rollers and a lorry. The four lengths were laid 
out side by side along the road leading from the landing 
point. On the day chosen for the laying the estuary 
cleared of water at 11.00 hours. Placing of the cable in 
position was done by 400 military personnel, 100 to each 
250 yd. length of cable. Each party picked up the cable 
allotted to it and proceeded to the appropriate position 
in the estuary. The cable was carried on the men's 
shoulders, each man bearing a dead weight of about 
40 lb. All the cable was in position by 12.45 l}ours.

Stages whose platforms were clear of high water were 
erected in the estuary prior to the placing of the cable in 
position. On these stages the joints and parts of the 
splices were made. The cable was lowered off the stages 
after overall tests and the splices completed on the sand. 
The stages were then removed. Observations show the 
cable to be burying itself with the action of the tides.

Case II.
P.C.Q.T. cable made and armoured in 250 yd. lengths 

was transported by road from the factory to the site in a 
single journey. Each drum of 250 yd. of cable weighed 
at tons.

The cable was laid in two lengths--one of 250 yd. and 
the other of 750 yd. Both lengths were floated into 
position. Flotation was provided by 10 gal. oil drums 
spaced at 9 ft. intervals along the cable. The 250 yd. 
length was dropped over the side of a jetty with the oil 
drums attached and was then towed into position by 
two motor-boats, one at each end. ^The boats were 
powered by 25 H.P. petrol engines.

The three 250 yd. lengths making up the second cable 
were fleated out on the foreshore and jointed and spliced 
before launching. This cable was floated into position 
by hauling on the leading end with a 4 in. line attached 
to a farm tractor on the opposite shore. The oil drums, 
244 in number, were removed from the cable from two 
boats, each with a cable sheave attached to its bow 
through which the cable was made to pass. The joint 
between the 750 yd. length and the 250 yd. length was 
on a promontory clear of water at all except the highest 
of tides. S. J. M.
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South-Western Region
A SOLID WAX JOINT FOR INTERRUPTION 

CABLE
Interruption cable (Cable I.R. aerial) is not usually 

left in service for a prolonged period, but in one case 
where circuits to an R.A.F. station were provided 
initially by this means, the underground cabling scheme 
was so long maturing, due to changes in the Air Ministry's 
requirements plus war-time delay in carrying out the 
work, that the interruption cable remained in service 
for an abnormally long time.

Difficulty was experienced due to failure of the joints 
which had been taped in accordance with E.I. Lines 
Overhead F 3501. After six months' service the tape 
had perished sufficiently to allow the ingress of moisture, 
which had crept along the cable. The cables were cut 
back and jointed by the standard method, but failed 
again within 3 months.

After cutting away the affected portion, a solid wax 
joint was made as follows :—

The cable was set up as for an ordinary joint in a 
paper core cable. The tapes were removed from each 
conductor for approximately 2 ins. and the rubber 
removed about 1 in. Paper sleeves were used on each 
conductor and a twisted and soldered joint was made. 
'The jointed wires' were tied to prevent the paper sleeves 
from slipping. On completion of this jointing a split 
lead sleeve was placed around the jointed wires, since 
working circuits were involved. The outside rubber 

■ sheath projected approximately 2 ins. inside the end 
of the sleeve. The ends of the sleeve were then dressed 
down tightly on to the rubber sheath and the seam 
closed. Three holes were then made in the top of the 
sleeve, two at approximately 3 ins. from each end, 
and one about ! in: in diameter in the centre. Molten 
paraffin wax wcs then poured into the sleeve through 
the centre hole until the wax reached the two end 
holes. These were sealeU aud more wax was poured 
in until the sleeve was filled and the centre hole was 
then sealed. It is probably not necessary to seal 
these holes, but this was done by plugging the holes 
with lamp cotton and then sealing with solder.

The insulation resistance was tested the following 
day and showed infinity. The joint was in service for 
over 12 months in very exposed conditions and when 
examined recently the insulation resistance was still 
infinity and no trouble has been experienced with the 
joint at any timff since it was formed.

On recovery of the cable the joint was opened and 
as far as could be seen the rubber insulation had not 
been affected in any way by the hot wax.

Midland Region
A P.I. AT ADDIS ABABA

B. H. Berresford, formerly a P.I. stationed at 
Birmingham, now with the Royal Corps of Signals, was 
made responsible for the automatic exchange at Addis 
Ababa when the British Forces occupied the town. He 
writes in a letter :—

" \Vhen I first arrived here I was placed in sole 
command of the telephone system -- an automatic one, 
in fact. a Bell rotary l,500 line effort. Not much 
compared with Birmingham Central, I admit, but a 
big enough task when everything is written in Italian 
and one has only two ex-P.O. linemen as assistants. 
However, by sheer luck and with the aid of my putrid 
French, I managed to get the thing organised, and in 
due course connected up about 120 militarysubscribers.

I instituted advice notes, a directory enquiry, and 
directory issue department, fault control centre and all 
moderninconveniences ; the only thing I did not have, 
I'm sorry to say, was an estimate group." C. T. L.
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. North-Eastern Region.
PROVISION OF UNDERGROUND PLANT BY 

USE OF MECHANICAL AIDS
Shortage of labour coupled with an abnormally heavy 

v.-orks programme has necessitated the exploration o( 
methods by which underground plant could be provided 
at a considerably accelerated rate of progress.

The Allen Parsons Bucket Excavator, referred to in 
the Home Counties Region notes of the October issue, has 
been in use in this Region and has given excellent 
service on roads where wide grass margins exist, but for 
works on enclosed sites a considerably greater rate of 
progress can be achieved by other means.

Experiments were carried out using the Calliper 
plough, which consists of a caterpillar tractor driven by 
110 h.p. Diesel engines to which one of two attachments 
can be made, i.e. the plough or the rooter. The latter is 
in the form of^cutting tool some 18 in. in depth and 
length and 4 in. wide, and breaks up the subsoil by a 
run up and do\vn tracks to be excavated. The plough 
then proceeds over the tracks making a trench approxi
mately 2 ft. 6 in. '\vide and 2 ft. 4 in. deep in V formation, 
the displaced earth being piled up at the sides of the 
trench. Allowing for stoppages, 1,000 yd. per hour is 
easily excavated. Some "bottoming up" and "level
ling " is necessary, and this is done by hand.

The main difficulty is to provide sufficient labour for 
duct laying to keep up with the length of trench excavated 
by the plOugh. It has been found that the best results 
are obtained by ploughing in advance, then moving the 
machine to the next site, and later returning to Site I for 
filling in which is carried out by an angle or bull dozer 
attached to the tractor pushing the earth back into the 
trench after the duct has been laid.

Approximately 90,000 yd. of duct has been laid by the 
aforementioned means and the averageoutput of completed 
work, including ductwork, bas been 1,000 yd. per day.

With a view to obviating the difficulty of providing 
labour for duct laying further investigation has been 
made into the possibility of adapting the rooter to the 
purpose of laying the cable direct, and very promising 
results have been obtained. .

It has been explained previously that the rooter is a 
cutting tool 18 in. deep, 18 in. long, and 4 in. wide, 
mounted on a strong chassis. The adaptation for cable 
laying consists of the mounting of a securely bolted 
platform at the rear of the machine to carry cable jacks 
which are also firmly bolted to the platform. A funnel 
through which the cable is fed from the drum to the 
rooter was made and fixed to the rooter. The funnel also 
acts as a container for petroleum jelly.

Two sheaves were fitted to the rooter itself to maintain 
the proper curvature of the cable entering the ground. 
IR the bottom rear of the rooter, a 4 in. cylinder was 
fitted which, in effect, produced a mole drainer which 
had the necessary power to deal with subsoil in which an 
ordinary mole drainer would be ineffective.

In the trial under review a 20pr./20 P.C.Q.L. cable was 
laid in a 260 yd. section, the subsoil being 14 in. sand 
and 4 in. soft sandstone, and the actual operation of 
excavating and laying the cable at a depth of 18 in. took 
15 minutes. Six Post Office men and two machine 
operators were employed on the job. Later the cable 
was tested for insulation, contacts and conductivity. All 
these.tests were sat?sfactory and apressureof22lb.persq. 
in. was 1naintaincd for 24 hours. The cable was dug out 
in a few places but no Sheath damage was observed.

Further tests are in progress, all of which promise 
satisfactory results. It is considered that a speed of 
880 yd. per hour on straight runs can be considered a 
conservative estimate. A.J.H.



Staff Changes
Promotions

Name Region Date Name Region Date

From Exec, Engr. to Asst. Staff Engr. From S. W.I to Insp.- continued

Marr, H. R. . . ■ L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. . . 15.11.41 Pitt, R. F........................ E.-in-C.O. . . . . 31.8.41
Booth, C. F... . E.-in-C.O. ,, .. 15.11.41 Braine, F. A. .. E.-in-C.O. .. . . 17.8.41

Exec. Engr.
Bennett, J. B. . - E.-in-C.O. . . . . 1.6.41

rrom Asst. EngY. to Carter, W. A. . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . 17.8.41
Wallworth, A. R. j:.-in-C.O. .. .. 29.8.41 Goddard, W. H. .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 31.8.41
Cameron, C. J. .. Test Section (B'ham) to Stanton, C. G. ..’ E.-in-C.O. .. . . 1.6.41

E.-in-C.O. .. .. 27.9.41 Shinn, E. . . .. E.-in-C.O. .. . . 1.6.41
Worthington, C. E. .. N. Ire. Reg. . . . . 7.11.41 Dowling, A. G. . . E.-in-C.O. .. . . 13.7.41
From Chief Insp. to Asst. Engr. Edwards, A. W. G. • .

Campbell, G. R. ..
E.-in-C.O. . . . -
Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O...

25.3.41
20.7.41

Birnie, R. C. .. .. Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O.. . 24.8.41 Holt, J.B........................ W. & B.C. Reg. to
Goman, L. V. .. E.-in-C.O. to H.C. Reg. . . 8.9.41 E.-in-C.O............................. 13.7.41Frost, ] . • • .. N.W.R. . . .. . . 8.9.41 Flaxman, R. M. . . Mid. Reg. to E.-in-C.O . . . 20.7.41
Holliday, R. F. . . L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. . . 8.9.41 Whitby, R. A. . .

Lewis, R. E. .. - .
Mid. Reg. to £.-in-C.O.. . 3.8.41

Chaniberlain, A. E. . . E.-in-C.O. to Rugby RfS 1.10.41 Be'. & B.C. Reg. toRedington, F. D. •. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 16.10.41 E.-in-C.O. . . ” .. 13.7.41
Chubb, E. .. . . E.-in-C.O. to Scot. Reg... 23.10.41 Stephens, C. T. -. W. & B.C. Reg. to
Spooner, J. \V. . . N.E. Reg. .. . . 7.11.41 E.-in-C.O............................. 20.7.41
Mann, R. G. .. .. E.-in-C.O. .. .. 13.11.41 \Veston, F. T. . . W. & B.C. Reg. to
Frotn Chief Insp. to Chief Insp. with Allowance

Ewen, A.B. .. . .
Genna, W. N. . .

E.-in-C.O. .. ... 13.7.41
Shipperbottam, F . .. N.W. Reg................................. 2.9.41 E.-in-C.O. . . . .

E.-in-C.O. . . . .
23.8.41
23.8.41

From Insp. to Chief Insp. Martin, A. J. . . H.C. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. .. 3.8.41
Norfolk, E. W. . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . 1.10.41 Powell,'A. R. . . N.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O.. . 22.6.41
Clarke, W. ] . F. ■ ■ S.W. Reg. to E.-in-C.O.. . 1.10.41 Gairns, A. . . . . E.-in-C.O. .. . . 15.9.41
Campbell, A. !). .. E.-in-C.O. .. .. 1.10.41 Mayne, W. J. .. L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. .. 17.8.41
Plant, F. . - . . N.W. Reg. .. - . 2.3.41 Bignell, C. C. . . L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. .. 9.8.41
McWalter, \V. V. . . Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O.. . 13.7.41 Menday, F. G. . . L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. .. 21.9.41
Cheetham, H. . . N.W. Reg. .. .. 18.5.41 Andrews, H. H. ■ . E.-in-C.O. .. - ■ 5.10.41
Dickenson, C. R. . . S.W. Reg. .. .. 3.11.40 Proud, R. D. . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . 24.8.41
Conn, C. A. .. . . E.-in-C.O. (Seconded to Barker, D. A. G. .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 5.10.41

Contracts Dept.) . . l .10.41 Barker, R. C. .. E.-in-C.O. . . .. 5.10.41
Thorley, C. B. .. Mid. Reg. .. -. • - 20.10.40 Walker, S. H. .. E.-in-C.O. . . .. 5.10.41
Stainer, W. H. .. H.C. Reg. .. . . 7.9.41 Craggs, J. F. .. E.-in-C.O.. .. ... 13.7.41
Atkin, E. W. .. H.C. Reg. .. .. 2.11.41 Pugh, S. M. .. . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . 5.10.41
Willis, S. T. . . .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 19.1.41 Butterworth, B.B. .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 24.8.41
Helm, S. . . . . E.-in-C.O. .. .. 26.10.41 Calkin, S. W... ’ .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 5.10.41
Counsell, A. J. T. . - E.-in-C.O. to L.T.R. . . 8.9.41 Thomas, G. W. . . E.-in-C.O. . . . . 5.10.41
Tyler, H. II. .. .. H.C. Reg. .. . - 15.10.40 Tissington, R. S. . . E.-in-C.O. . . .. 13.7.41
Crump, S. G. .. H.C. Reg. -. -. 18.8.41 Carden, R. W. G. . . E.-in-C.O. . . . ■ 5.10.41
Belk,A. .. .. N.E. Reg. -. To be fixed later Sheppard, S. H. . . E.-in-C.O. - . .. 19.5.41
Richardson, D. B. .. H.C. Reg. . - • • 7.9.41 North, J. W. .. E.-in-C.O. . . .. 24.7.41
Fryatt, M. E. . . H.C. Beeg. .. .. 9.11.41 Moyler, H. .. .. E.-in-C.O. . . - . 24.7.41
McKendrick, \V. .. Scot. Reg... . . . . 21.9.41 Slight, C. G. H. .. E.-in-C.O. . . - . 10.10.41
Tuck, R. 0. . . .. Mid. Reg. to N.\V. Reg... Gunn, D. H. . . .. E.-in-C.O. . . .. 6.5.41
Gray, W. ..

To be fixed later Stewart, H. C. .. Test Sect. B'ham) to Test
.. E.-in-C.O. . . .. 26.10.41 Sect. (Ldn.) . . - . 4.10.41

Brown, E. IL K. .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 16.10.41 Howard, F. .. . . E.-in-C.O. .. . . 5.11.41
Rogers, F. . . .. S.W. Reg. .. .. 2.8.41 Lewis, R. A. . . . . E.-in-C.O. . . .. 5.1 J.41
Bickerton, ] . -. N.\V. Reg. . . To be fixed later Francis, L. G. M. .. E.-in-C.O. .. .. 5.11.41
Gibson, J. . . ■ . Scot. Reg... . . .. 29.10.41 Enwright, J. A. . . E -in-C.O. . . .. 5.11.41

Clarkson, J. W. .. Scot. Reg. to E.-in-C.O.... 12.10.41
Housham, F. A. . . L.T.R. to E.-in-C.O. .. 6.10.41

Pay, L. .. . . Test Section (B’ham) to

Roach, ]. D. . .
E.-in-C.O.............................

.. W. & B.C. Reg. to
6.7.41 From Insp. to Asst. TYaBec Supt.

Stevens, C. A. . . E.-in-C.O. to NorwichE.-in-C.O. . . . . 6.7.41 2.9.41Boast, T. W. . . N.E. Reg. to E.-in-C.O. . . 7.7.41 Area .. .. ..
Walker, W. . . . . E.-in-C.O. .. . . 1.8.41
Page, A. A. . . .. E.-in-C.O. . . .. 17.8.41 From U.S.W. to Asst. Phys.

Stallard, A. C. .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 17.8.41 Roberts, T. E. . . Test Section B'ham) to
Wilmott, W. H. .. E.-in-C.O. . . . . 20.8.41 Test Section (Ldn.) .. 26.9.41

Transfers
Name Region Date Name Region J)ate

------------------------ - ---- --- --------------------- ------- ...-------------- — --------- -- --- ---- ---------- -_.... —
Asst. Engineer.

Holliday, R. F. . . E.-in-C.O. to L.T.H. .. 10.11.41
Inspector—continued
Coombes, R. H. . . E.-in-C.O. to S.W. Reg .. . 13.10.41
Foskett, G. E. . . E.-in-C.O. to Scot. Reg .. . 17.10.41

Inspector, Stanley, J. W. .. E.-in-C.O. to \V. & B.C.
Middleton, K. M. . . St. Erth R./S. to St. Reg......................................... U.11.41

Albans R./S........................ 20.10.41 Hughes, J. W. . . E.-in-C.O. to. L.T.R. . . 1.5.41
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Retirements
Name Region • Date Name Region Date

Asst. Staff Engr, 
Kingston, J. R. 
M.T.O. Cl. III.

. E.-in-C.O. .. .. 1.11.41
Chief Insp.—continued 
Impey, A. B. ..
Inspector.

N.W. Reg. . . . 31.10.41

Bunt, F. H. J. . E.-in-C.O. ... .. 31.5.41 Keyworth, F. . . E.-in-C.O. .. . 30.9.41
Chief Insp.
Mackay, J. W. . N.W. Reg. .. .. 1.9.41

Repeater Officer Cl. I.
Stewart, j. F. .. W. & B.C. Reg. .. . 1.9.41

Rathbone, W. F. . Mid. Reg. .. .. .. 14.7.41
Humphrey, E. E. . E.-in-C.O. .. .. 26.9.41 Acting Chief Officer.
Jeffries, S. L... . L.T.R.................................. 9.10.41 Elston, F. A. .. H.M.T.S. (resigned) . 31.8.41

Deaths
Name Region Date Name Region Date

Asst. Engr. Insp.
Burnett, H. J. . L.T.R.................................. 5.10.41 Rice, H.J.................... E.-in-C.O. .. . 4.10.41
Chief Insp. Acting Insp. (UneS).
Hutchinson, C. H. . L.T.R.................................. 1.11.41 Williams, E. R. .. E.-in-C.O. .. . 19.8.41

CLERICAL GRADES
Promotions

Name Region . Date Name Region Date

From E. O. to S.O. From C.O. to E.O.—continued-
Johnson, P. B. . E.-in-C.O. .. . . 12.11.41 West, A. l\ll. . . • • E.-in-C.O. . . . 31.10.41

(Notionally in absentia)
Bourne, H. T. B. . . E.-in-C.O. . . .. 12.11.41

{Notionally in absentia)
Evans, Miss C. M. . . E.-in-C.O. ..
Richard, Miss I. E. . . E.-in.C.O. ..

.. 31.10.41

. . 31.10.41
From C.O. to E.O. Ream, Miss M; A. . . E.-in-C.O. .. .. 18.11.41

Fyfe, Miss H. G. . . E.-in-C.O. .. .. 18.11.41
Sellars, G. .. . N .E. Reg. to E.-in-C.0. 19.10.41 (Notionally in absentia)

Retirements
Name Region Date Name Region Date

Buzzing, W. F. . Staff Officer E.-in-C.O. .. 11.11.41
Note.—All promotions during the war are on an "Acting" basis.
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NOTE.—The fact that goods made of raw material in short supply owing to 
war conditions are advertised in this Journal should not be taken as an 
indication that they are necessarily available for export.

TEST SET TYPE D-30-A
RANGE - - 001 ohm to 11-11 megohms A portable test set for general resistance
DIMENSIONS - 12r x 91" x 6"

WEIGHT 12 lbs.

A descriptive bulletin wil be supplied on 
request.

measurements and for fault location on lines and 
cables—May be used for A.C. tests with suitable 
power source and detector—Resistance decades 
and galvanometer can be used externally.

^^ŒfMÜIRHEAD
MUIRHEAD AND COMPANY IJMTOD, EL^RS END, BECKENHAM, K.E:-JT. TELEPHONE: BECKENHAM 0041-0042

FOR OVER 60 YEARS DESIGNERS AND MAKERS OF PRECISION INSTRUMENTS
~ .RX29
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ALTON Battery of 264 DLWI Type Cells at a 
Corporation Electricity Works

CONSTANCY • • •

Consider it a great task 
to be always the same man,

Seneca.

f THE
ALTON BATTERY Co. LTD

ALTON • HANTS
*

====== & Ottia
. BATTERIES

When the Alton organization was founded it was 
outside any Association. It has always remained 

. .

outside .... The Company had as its aim the 
production of the very best it could make — Alton 
Batteries of Merit — to be sold at the lowest prices 
consistent with profitable trading. It has never 
wavered from this aim. Always it has sought strength 
in a consistent and simple policy. And strong it has 
become.

Telephone: ALTON 2267 & 2268
Telegrams: "BATTERY, ALTON"

¿5'41
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''SWITUD''
FOLLOWING
A

BLITZ
STROWGER CONTRIBUTES 
TO ONE OF BRITAIN'S 
MINOR TRIUMPHS !

Among the stories which cannot be fully told till the war is over is that of a city's telephone service restored 
following damage by enemy action.

For the time-being, the city shall be nameless, and the extent of the .damage must not be stated. It can 
be said,. however, that by bold decision and unflagging effort, the service of a considerable number of 
subscribers was restored in a few weeks, when the task had appeared impossible.

The principal contributing factor was the characteristic flexibility of Strowger Automatic Telephone 
Exchange Equipment, which enabled apparatus manufactured for another area to be readily adapted to 
the needs of the " blitzed " city. Developed essentially as an amenity of civilisation, Strowger Equipment, 
by reason of its high operating speed and reliability, is contributing in no small measure to the evolution 
of the Allies' fighting machine which will bring victory to the freedom-loving nations .

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.-
NORrOLK HOUSE, NORFOLK ST, S TRAND, w.C.2. Phone, r.mp. '" 9261 • G.^Au‘‘o E.t,.,hon""

' STRONGER WORKS, LIVERPO^^, 7 Phone, Stoneycroft 4830 • Grams. Strowger, Liverpool"



NO WAITING FOR
High Quality 

mouldings
Ebonestos have produced many of 
the finest mouldingsmanufactured 
in compositions, Bakelite, Urea, 
Diakon, and other synthetic 
resins. For the past 42 years, our 
reputation for finish and accuracy 
has been second to none.
Let us know your moulding 
requirements, and we shall 
be pleased to send one of our 
technical experts to discuss the 
matter with you, or, if you prefer 
it, meet you at our factory.

Moulders to lhe General Post Offke, Admiralty, 
Air Ministry ond other Government D<POrtmenu.

EBONESTOS

CEMENT.
TO DRY

if you use

RAWLBOLTS 
the speediest method 
of machine fixing 
yet devised

More and more firms are using 
Rawlbolts for really heavy fix
ing work. Rawlbolts require no 
grouting apd only a small hole 
is needed to accommodate them. 
They can be fixed immediately
as there is no waiting for cement to dry. Not only is the Rawlbolt 
speedy, and therefore very economical, but it is absolutely reliable, 
too. The two types of Rawlbolts solve every fixing problem with 
bolts, while the fact that they are available with pipe clips, round 
^d square hooks and eye bolts still further increases their scope 
and utility. Rawlbolts arc sold in stock sizes from F to t# diameter.

INDUSTRIES LIMITED
EXCELSIOR WORKS, ROLLINS STREET,
LONDON, S.E.IS Telephone: New Cross 1913 (6 lines)

RAWLBOLTS
Fully illustrated descriptive literature will be supplied on request to:—
T HE RAWLPLUG CO. LTD., CWOMWELL ROAD, LONDON, SW.7B2JS
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FI ffk^

QuickC 
Change

New
. Rongea

FOR CHECKING CURRENT IN ■
BUSBARS, FUSES & CABLES J

UP TO jy DIAMETER ' 
FERRANTI LTD., HOLLINWOOO, LANCS. 
London Office: Susfi House, Aldwyth, W.C.:J.

-on

THERE-
The range of the instrument is 
changed bn a half turn of the 

switch.
Ranges Available 

O — 10 — SO lamp. 
0-20- 100 ..
0 — SO—MO „ 
0 —100 — 500 .. 
0-20-100
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RECTIFIER FOR USE WITH BATTERIES
Full details of the " Westat " constant voltage rectifier for use 
with batteries, and of the " Noregg " for use without batteries 
are given In descriptive pamphlet No. 11 L Write for your 

copy to Dept. P.O.E.J.

WFSTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNAL CO. LTD. 
PEW HILL HOUSE, CHIPPENHAM, WILTS

Hall Telephone Accessories 
( 1928) Limited

Suppliers to the British Post Office, Air Mlnjnry, 
Admiralty, War ^Ofce and Foreign Government 

DepartmenU:

Manufacturers of prepayment telephone 
multi -coin collectors, gas leak 
indicators, precision instruments, 
automatic stamp selling and ticket 
selling machines, automatic slot 
machines and fire alarm apparatus.

Registered Office:
70, DUDDEN HILL LANE, WILLESOEN, 

LONDON, N. W. I 0

Tel. WILLBMN 1141/2/1 Also SCKITH WALES

LONDEX for RELAYS
FOR

A.C.andD.C.
including 

Time Delay Relays 
and High Sensitive 
Relays, silent and 

reliable.
Multiple Contact 

Ask (or Leaflet SPN /PO Relay LF

Synchronous Process Timer P.R.
with easily Interchangeable gear 

wheels, and up to 14 cams.
Ask (or Uo^c 92

LONDEX LTD
ELECTRICAL REMOTE CONTROL 
ENGINEERS & MANUFACTURERS *

ANERLEY WORKS, 207 ANERLEY ROAD
LONDON, S.E.20 • ■ Sydenham 6258 6259
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The new automatic telephone No. I 002 has a 

» casework of moulded bakelite. It incorporates a 

sliding instruction tray and renewable writing pad . 

Dimensions 5| x 91 x 7. Weight 6 lbs.

Full particulars from makers.

ERICSSON TELEPHONES, LTD., 
Head Office : • 22 Lincoln's Inn Fields, W.C.2 

(Phone : H Olborn 6936)
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& No.18
Meet the most 
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for balancing currents 

In multiplex telegraph circuits. 
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product of outstanding 
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PROGRESS IN TELEPRINTER TRANSMISSION

CONSTANT BIAS

SIMPLE BIAS ADJUSTMENT

ACCURATE TIMING 
FROM A SINGLE CAM

CREED & COMPANY LIMITED

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE WITH 
REDUCED MAINTENANCE

KNIFE-EDGE SIGNAL SELECTION 
WITH WIDE TOLERANCE OF BIAS VARIATION

THE NEW 
CREED 

TELEPRINTER 
TRANSMITTING 

UNIT S 2184

TELEGRAPH HOUSE, CROYDON

AZ^'THE MODERN J^AND SPEEDY WAY
USE ERSIN MULTICORE
THE SOLDER WIRE WITH 3 CORES OF NON-CORROSIVE ERSIN FLUX

• Avoids Dry Joints •Increases Electrical 
Efficiency of Joints • Speedily makes Sound 
Joints on Dirty or Oxydised Surfaces •Always 
Correct Proportions of Flux and Solder • No 
additional Flux Required • Low Melting Point 
(190° C. for 60/40 alloy) • Approved by Air 
Ministry and G.P.0. ' • All-British and
acknowledged by the Leading Manufacturers 
to be the finest Cored Solder in the world.

FREE. Two informative publications 
on Soldering have been issued by 
Muhicore Solders Ltd. Executives are 
invited to send for copies and a free 
sample of Mulricore solder.

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD., BUSH HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2 Tel.: TEMple Bar 5583/4
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